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Christmas Message 
To The Eastern Family 
As the wonderful Yuletide Season draws nearer, it la my 
fondest hope that each of you In the Eastern family will pause 
to give thought to the true meaning of Christmas. 
It is a good thing to observe Christmas Day. The mere mark- 
ing of times and seasons, when men agree to atop work and be 
merry, is a wise and wholesome custom. It helps one to feel the 
supremacy of the common life over the individual life. 
But there is a better thing than the observance of Christmas 
Day, and that is keeping Christmas. 
It has been said that Christmas means forgetting whal you 
have done for others, and remembering what others have done 
for you; Ignoring what the world owes you, and thinking what 
you owe the world. It means stooping down to consider the needs 
of little children, and others less fortunate than we, and remem- 
bering the weakness and loneliness of people who are growing 
old. It means not asking how much your friends love you, but 
instead, asking yourself whether you love them enough. 
If you are willing to believe that love is the strongest thing 
In the world—stronger than hate, stronger than evil, stronger 
than death, and that the blessed life which began in Bethlehem 
nineteen hundred years ago is the image and brightness of the 
Eternal Love—if you believe this, then you can keep Christmas. 
And if you keep it for a day, why not always? 
My sincerest wish at this Christmas time is for all of you 
to have the merriest holiday season ever, and that, when you 
return, you come well-rested to resume the vigorous tasks that 
lie ahead of you. 
But, while you relax, do not become negligent. Traffic is 
hazardous and accidents are numerous. Don't deny Eastern, and 
ypur friends, the privilege of your existence among us. 
To all of you, I wish a very Meriy Christmas and the hap- 
piest and most prosperous of New Years. 
Sincerely, 
Robert R. Martin 
Dean Of Students Announces 
Christmas Cut Policies 
The following information from 
Dean Henry Martin's office should 
be beneficial to those students who 
are planning to leave early for 
Christmas vacation. 
Dean Martin has asked that stu- 
dents refrain from asking for ex- 
tended vacation privileges, stating 
that he has no such authority ex- 
cept in cases of emergency. 
Before taking those ctita student* 
should check reasons against the 
following list and see if they have 
valid excuses. 
Attendance Rules Given 
1. Regular attendance of class 
is  required of All students. 
2. Faculty members are wholly 
responsible for handling class at- 
tendance except in cases of excess 
absences. 
3. Each faculty member will 
keep a dally record of all absences 
in his class. 
4. Unexcused absences are not 
permitted (There is no instruction- 
al regulation entitling the student 
to a certain number of "cuts" from 
classes.) 
5. It is the obligation of the 
student to inform his teachers of 
contemplated absences from clas- 
ses, whenever possible to do so. 
In cases where emergencies make 
this impossible, he should notify 
the Dean of Students who will no- 
tify each teacher. 
8. Students who give reasonable 
excuses before or after missing 
classes should be permitted to do 
make-up work, and to remain in 
class. 
7. Students who are absent from 
classes for approved activities and 
off-campus trips will be given an 
opportunity to make up the work 
missed. 
8. Any student who has an ex- 
cessive number of absences should 
be reported to the Dean of Stu- 
dents on a form provided by the 
Office of the Dean of Students. The 
Dean will take whatever action he 
deems advisable. In cases of ex- 
cessive absences parents are often 
notified. 
To help students overcome the 
temptation,  a Holiday Hop  spon- 
Two  Students 
Injured  In 
Car   Accident 
By TOM NORMAN 
Progress Staff Writer 
Two Eastern students were in- 
jured in an automobile accident 
Sunday night one mile north of 
Richmond on the Barnes Mill 
Road. 
Listed in serious condition with 
a possible brain concussion, in the 
Good Samaritan Hospital in Lex- 
ington, Kentucky, is Miss Sharron 
Barnett, 22, a senior student from 
Hazard, Kentucky. Sharron is said 
to be making good progress but 
will be confined for several days 
due to the serious nature of her 
Injuries. 
The driver of the car, James R. 
Dudley, also 22. and a junior stu- 
dent from Louisville, Kentucky, 
waa released from the Pattie A. 
Clay Infirmary in Richmond where 
he waa treated for multiple bruis- 
es. 
The accident occurred about 11 
p.m. Sunday night when the car 
occupied by the two students 
rounded a curve and went out of 
control, smashing into a board 
fence. 
Trooper Homer Baker, who in- 
vestigated the accident, said the 
car waa owned by Glen Anderson, 
also • atudent at Eastern 
sored by the Sophomore class will 
be held Tuesday night. 
Three  Former 
Administrators 
. .a,-. 
In   Hospitals 
Three past members of Eastern's 
administrative staff are in hospi- 
tals. 
Dr. W. F. O'Donnell, president 
of Eastern from 1941 to 1960, was 
taken to Patty A. Clay Hospital 
with a back ailment and waa later 
returned home. It was discovered 
that he has kidney stones, and he 
Is now in Good Samaritan Hospital 
in Lexington. 
Mrs. Emma Y. Case suffered a 
stroke and is in Maysvllle Hospi- 
tal in Maysvllle, Ky. Mrs. Case 
has been at Eastern since 192B. 
During this time she served Eas- 
tern as an Associate Professor of 
Education and also as Dean of 
Women. She is the founder of such 
oragnizations as Collegiate Pen- 
tacle  and CWENS. 
Miss Bessie Griggs served Eas- 
tern as Information Clerk from 
1929 to 1960. Miss Griggs is in 
Patty A. Clay Hospital after suf- 
fering a stroke which has affected 
the right side of her body and 
her speech. 
Any correspondance to Dean 
emeritus Case should be sent to: 
Mrs. Emma Y. Case, 101 Walnut 
Street, Maysville, Kentucky, in 
care of Mrs. Eugene Wright. 
Breathitt 
Addresses 
Students 
Edward T. (Ned) Brealhitt. 
candidate for the Democratic 
nomination for governor in the 
May primary, nooke to i rroun 
of Eastern students in the Keen 
Johnson Student .Union building 
I Wednesday  night. 
He dwelt upon the importance 
of young people, the tax climate 
education and highways. He de- 
clared, "of course our highways 
are main arteries for Industry" 
and "we must have a sound busi- 
ness climate and a sound tax 
climate." 
Breathitt attacked former Gov. 
Albert B. Chandler on the tax 
issue, claiming that Chandler's 
plan would hit the lower Income 
groups but that under the pres- 
ent administration setup and his 
proposal, taxes are more evenly 
distributed   among  all  groups. 
Chandler, who is seeking a 
third term as governor, and 
Breathitt are among five candi- 
dates running for the party's 
gubernatorial nomination. 
Chandler has proposed exemption 
of medicine, food and clothing 
from the sales tax. 
Breathitt urged retention of the 
sties tax and sa:d it might be 
possible to reduce the state in- 
come tax. He charged that Chan- 
dler's plan wou'd mean that the 
income tax would be doubled. 
This would, Breathitt said, "frus- 
trate and negate our economic 
climate and growth" and result 
in an exodus of "our young tal- 
ent." 
Bloodmobile 
To   Come  Here 
Students will have the opportuni- 
ty again to support the Communi- 
ty Blood Program when the blood- 
mobile visits the campus In Feb- 
ruary. The date and time Ttfll tie 
published  later. 
At closing time four $23 War 
Bonds will be given away. The 
bonds are donated by various civic 
organizations in town. 
Any student who is under 21 
years of age and unmarried must 
have parents or guardian sign a 
consent card given permission for 
the student to give blood. These 
cards mast be presented to the 
Nurse on duty at the bloodmobile 
when the student arrives to don- 
ate. 
Concent cards are available and 
may be obtained at each of the 
Resident Hall desks, at the lobby 
desk in the Student Union, and in 
the Dean of Students' office. 
TO INTERVIEWS STUDENTS 
Mr. William N. Martin, Person- 
nel Manager, General Insurance 
Company will be on campus Mon- 
day December 17, to interview can- 
didates interested in Sales Rep- 
resentative. This position involve 
limited travel; expense allowance 
and company automobile. No di- 
rect sales or commissions, salary 
open; company liaison represen- 
tative to independent agents. 
Interviews will be held in Room 
I, Coates Administration Building 
beginning at 8:30 a.m. 
OGizess 
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Christmas Season Begins This Week At ESC; 
Messiah," Hanging Of Greens Open Yuletide 
240 Voices To Present 
« 
Greens Hanging 
To   Introduce 
Christmas 
The traditional Christmas sea- 
son will be formally ushered In at 
Eastern Sunday at 4 p.m. with 
the »3rd annual Hanging of the. 
Greens ceremony In Walnut Hall, 
Keen Johnson Student Union Build- 
in" 
Rev. John C. Chenault, pastor, 
First Christian Church, Frankfort, 
will be the main speaker at the 
afternoon Hanging of the Greena. 
The program of Christmas caroto 
and scripture will Include the In- 
vocation by Ruth Ann Jones, Mt. 
Olivet; Neidlinger's "The Birth- 
day of the King," sung by Bill 
Reed, Harrodsburg. and a selec- 
tion of carols sung by June Carol 
Bonny, Irvine; Cheryl Harris, 
Loveland, Ohio, and Myra Durbin, 
Irvine. 
The reading of "The Prophesy "* 
will be given by Patti Byrne, FLv 
Thomas; the reading of "The Ful-' 
ftftment.": trjr Sandra Comns,  ETt" 
glewood. Ohio; the reading of "The 
Kingdom," by Roberta Cox, Rich- 
mond, and the benediction by Julie 
Houston, Florence. 
Others on the program include 
Debbie Murrell, Louisville; Karen 
Flynn, Irvine; Ann Templln, En- 
glewood. Ohio; Linda Young, Ash- 
land; Janice Fleenor, Mayking, 
and Jennifer Lowe, Ashland. 
Program chairman for the Hang- 
ing of the (livens is Jennie Lou 
Tallent, Winchester. Miss Willie 
Moss, of the Eastern Home Econo- 
mics Department and William 
Stocker. of the Agriculture De- 
partment, are faculty advisers of 
the YWCA, which sponsors the 
event. 
"Messiah" Sunday 
DONALD HENRICKSON JAMES BAILEY 
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Music Dept. Will 
Host Piano Clinic 
j 
" Wilde Evening With Shaw" To Be Presented; 
Sir Cedric Hardwicke To Co-Direct Live Drama 
"A Wilde Evening With Shaw," of his most important breaks with 
a  dramatization of the lives and Shaw, both as an actor and direc- 
wit  of Oscar Wilde  and    George tor.  Their  association  made  him 
Bernard   Shaw,   English     literary an obvious choice for the diretclon 
The Music Department is plan- 
ning a piano clinic for private 
piano teachers in central and eas- 
tern  Kentucky  during  the  second i v/orld 
semester. Because the department 
wishes this presentation to be ava- 
ilable to as many teachers as pos- 
sible, the cooperation of all the 
Eastern stuaents is solicited In the 
preparation of the list of piano 
teachers in this area. 
During Christmas vacation each 
student is requeated to inquire 
about names and addresses of pi- 
ano teachers in his home area, and 
submit these to the Music Depart- 
ment uopn returning to the Cam- 
pus In January. 
A powerful 240-voice chorus will 
present the 31st annual oratorio 
by Handel, "The Messiah," Sunday 
evening, in Hiram Brock Audi- 
torium at Eastern. Director is 
James E. Van Peursem, head of 
the  Eastern Music Department. 
An earlier presentation by the 
Berea Harmonic Society was given 
Wednesday at the Union Church in 
Berea, with Rolf E. Hovey, Berea 
College music  head, directing. 
Soloists at the Richmond per- 
formance will be Mary Lewis, so- 
prano from Eastern; Eleanor Pu- 
dll Anop, contralto, from Kent 
State University; James Bailey, 
tenor, from the University of Il- 
linois, and Donald Henrickson, 
bass,  of Eastern. 
Henrickson will also appear as 
a bass soloist at the Berea per- 
formance. 
The Richmpnd chorua will be 
composed of 240 college students, 
faculty, and-citizens of Madison 
County, as well as some of East- 
ern's   alumni    who   return   each 
1380 Member 
"Choir" Sings 
In   Assembly 
A "choir" of approximately 1380 
members presented a program of 
traditional Christmas carols in 
Wednesday's assembly. This group, 
perhaps the largest ever assembled 
on campus, was composed of 
freshmen who found themselves 
without a speaker for their weekly 
assembly program. 
Mr. VanPeursem of the Music 
Department along with other mem- 
bers of the department improvised 
a program whereby the audience 
entertained themselves. 
A girls' trio  honored the group 
with two selections,  "Let All the 
Be   Glad   and   Sing"   and 
"Celtic Lullaby." The trio was 
composed of June Barney, Cheryll 
Harris, and Myra Sue Durbin. 
Among the carols sung with the 
aid of slides of the music on the 
screen were "The First Noel." 
"Joy to the World." "Hark the 
Herald Angels Sing," "Deck the 
Halls," "White  Christmas." 
The program was concluded with 
the singing and humming of per- 
haps the most beautiful of all car- 
ols, "Silent Night," and the flash- 
ing of "Merry Christmas" across 
the screen. 
year for the  performance. 
Hendrlckson Also In Berea 
Accompanying the chorus will 
be the Eastern orchestra, directed 
by Dr. Robert Oppelt. The chorua 
will be augmented by members of 
the Berea group. Miss Nancy Da- 
vis of the music faculty will ac- 
company at the organ. Mrs. 
Blanche Seevera, also of the music 
facultB_ assisted with the direct- 
ing of the chorus. 
"The Messiah," annual highlight 
of the Christmas season at East- 
ern, has been a joint presentation 
with Berea since 1931. 
Miss 'Lewis, a graduate of the 
University of Missouri, la origi- 
nally from Detroit, Michigan. A 
member of Eastern's music fac- 
ulty, she haa appeared as a soloist 
at various churches in Detroit, 
Ann Arbor and Pontlac, Michigan. 
and Columbia, Missouri, and she 
has taught at the University of 
Missouri.   %. 
Teaches Voice at K.S.U. 
Miss Anop is a graduate of 
Cleveland Institute of Music. She 
has studied under Madame Van 
der Veer, Marie Simmelink Kraft, 
Li la Robeson, Burton Carlinghouse 
and Grace Leslie. Presently she 
is a voice teacher at Kent State 
University. 
Tenor James Bailey, a native 
of Charleston, West Virginia, has 
studied at the Eastman School of 
Music, the Julliard School of Mu- 
sic and at the Akademie fur Mu- 
sic und Darstellende Kunat, Vi- 
enna, Austria, and the Royal 
Academy In London. 
His early career was given im- 
petus as he won top honors in the 
Chicago Tribune's famed Music- 
land Festival. He has recorded as 
tenor soloist for the Little Church 
Around the Corner and for Fol- 
lett's Educational Series on Co- 
lumbia Records. 
Henrickson, bass, has been so- 
loist for the past three years, and 
Chorus of Independence, Missou- 
ri. An active concert artist thru- 
out the eastern United States, he 
has been a soloist under such fig- 
ures as Sir Thomas Beecham, 
Boris Goldonsky and Lukaa Foaa 
and has had lead roles In several 
operas. He played the role of 
"Christy" in the Stephen Foster 
Story and has soloed with the 
Lexington Symphony and the 
Saginaw,  Mich.,   Symphony. 
Ceremonies Postponed 
The cornerstone laying ceremon- 
ies for the James E. Van Peur- 
sem Musx 'Pavilion on the Eastern 
campus, which were originally 
scheduled for Sunday, havtf been 
postponed Indefinitely due to bad 
weather. 
giants, will be presented at East- 
ern Jan. 10. 
Co-directed by Sir Cedric Hard- 
wicke, billed as the finest and 
most experienced Sharian director 
In the country, the two-hour pro- 
duction will star Richard Gray and 
Mayo Loiseau. who edited and ad- 
apted the show for the stage. 
The drama, to be staged in Hi- 
ram Brock Auditorium, is laced 
together with anecdotes, ideas and 
comments from letters, newspap- 
er clippings, essays and speeches, 
into a laugh-provoking, warmly 
human story of two men who wrote 
about the world as they saw it. 
The Eastern Little Theatre will 
handle production'details. Director 
is Joe M. Johnson, drama ins- 
tructor. 
Part of Pre-New York Tour 
The Eastern performance la part 
of a pre-New York tour, and It 
has been preaented in many parts 
of the country. 
Knighted for his work In the 
British Theatre, Sir Cedric has 
done    everything    from      playing 
of "A Wilde Evening With Shaw." 
His tour In "Don Juan In Hell" 
with the First Drama Quartet in- 
troduced Shaw to millions of 
Americans. Following his Broad- 
way and tour success with "A 
Majority of One." he bowed to 
public demand for more by co- 
s --rinp w' h Gertrude Berg in 
"Mrs. G Goes to College." Not 
content with elephants, he recently 
spent several weeks climbing in 
and out of a balloon basket for 
Twentieth-Century Fox's Jules 
Verne, film, "Five Days in a Bal- 
loon." 
Lecturer on Theatre 
Gray, actor, director and lec- 
turer, was born in London in 1923. 
He has lectured on classical thea- 
tre to colleges and universities 
throughout the country and toured 
the concert stages with the rice 
characters of Shakespeare. He Just 
finished touring with Agnes Moore- 
head In "A Phoenix Too Fre- 
quent." 
Miss Loiseau was born in New 
York In 1938. started her film and 
Shaw's Caesar on Broadway under stage career at the age of 15 and, 
his own direction to riding on an while still In high school, was 
elephant  around   Madison   Square  earning her living as a profession- 
WTLDE EVENING SCHEDULED HERE JAN. 10TH . . . Stars of 
"A Wilde Evening With Shaw", to be given here JPJI. 10. are Rich- 
ard Gray and Mayo Loiseau. The producUon dramatizes the lives 
of Oscar Wilde and George Bernard Shaw. Curtain time at Hiram 
■»rock Auditorium will be 8 pjn. 
Garden to recreate his part In 
Michael Todd's "Around the World 
in 80 Days." 
He has directed for Shaw him- 
self on numerous occasions. In 
addition to having been a close 
persona] friend, he received many 
al actress. After four years of lit- 
tle theatre and television roles, 
she waa Introduced by the late 
Gilmore Brown to Richard Gray, 
who offered her drudgery in the 
shape of classical repertory. 
Curtain time la 8 p.m. 
y 
THE STAIN OF WHITE SNOW . . . Two Eastern 
students enjoy the naked trees stained with white, 
powdered buildings, feathered shrubbery, slippery 
sidewalks, and white terrain on Eastern's campus. 
With the present snow accumulation of two inches, 
it is apparent that the wishes of these two students 
and others for a white Christmas might be ful- 
filled. The crystal coldness enveloping the campus 
has Infected many of the students with the Yule 
Tide Spirit. Snow, dreary skies, Christmas trees, 
dances, md bright smiles accent Eaatern'a campus 
al this time: the Christmas season. 
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Hanging, Of The Greens, Beautiful 
One of the most beautiful and mov- 
ing traditions of the Yuletide season is 
the Hanging of the Greens. The ceremo- 
nies usually take place during the week 
preceeding Christmas amid unsurpassed 
pagaentry and seasonal good cheer. 
The Hanging of the Greens origin- 
ated in Germany in the 8th century 
when the missionary Saint Boniface was 
tiying to end the practice of sacrificing 
human beings to the sacred oak. He 
found the custam hard to stop: Finally, 
hr led his converts out into the forest at 
Yuietime, and showed them a fir tree, 
which was, he said, pointing straight up- 
ward to the Christ Child. 
"Take this tree," he said," into your 
homes and your    churches  as  a  sign  of 
By CHARLES WARREN VAN CLEVE 
Three traveled far to Him, although He was a 
child born of obscure parents m a despised and un- 
wanted stable. The only other attendants were animals 
a>nd guided shepherds, both of whom in their humble 
way gave homage ani came to rank with the blesseo 
among mankind. But three came from afar, and with 
an unseen rider. They saw the beginning. We have seen 
part of the rest. 
These camel-borne Persian noblemen left all that 
was meaningful to there and offered in golden homage 
the best they knew, and then disappeared into history. 
That was all, but far more than they ever realized, that your new worship, living still  when the 
earth is darkest    and with no    stain of wa? enough. Theyjeft us with an ongoing inheritance, 
blood uDon   it. Celebrate G«d'$  power 
and the birth of the Christ Child no more 
in shameful pagan rites, but in the 
sanctity of your churches and homes with 
laughter and love in the presence of this 
living symbol of everlasting life." 
Thereafter, the branches of ever- 
green were hung each year at Christmas 
time and became one of the traditions 
of the seasoln to be handed down to us. 
Here at Eastern, tradition is the by- 
word, as we have our own Hanging of 
the Greens ceremony. This pre-Christ- 
mas festivity will take place Sunday 
night, in the Student Union Building. 
—Tom  Norman. 
Christmas Sounds Switch Meaning, 
Oh, for the peace and quiet of a 
Christmas holiday. Stories by the fire- 
side, family dinner at Grandmother's 
house, Christmas carols in the little 
country church—these are traditions 
which have become a little lopsided etnd 
frenzied in our world of parties, toy guns, 
and merriment. 
Shouts of "Hey, I found my B-B gun. 
Dad, can I have it now?" interrupt the 
story of the first Crkistmas. After a 
knock at the front door and an invitation 
for John and Sue to come out and join 
the sleigh-riding party, no one is left 
to listen to the promises of peace and 
good will. 
So Mom and Dad pursue the tradi- 
tional task of decorating the tree. The 
telephone rings and sounds of a merry 
get-together burst out of the receiver. 
Mom and Dad drop the tinsel and desh 
down the block. 
In the meantime, Sally, the 20-year-old 
in the family, arrives home from college 
resolved to spend a quiet vacation with 
her family. As she completes the tree- 
trimming, old friends drop in, and soon 
the stereo is playing frantically and the 
hard-wood floors are getting the scuffing 
of their lives. 
is 
their other rider. They left us with another wise man, 
one who will never stop riding, nor stop seeking, nor 
cease the quest for belief. The star they followed will 
never set. 
Afterwards they evaded Herod with clever reason- 
ing, and so went home. They perhaps were not fully 
aware of their reasons, but mankind is very well aware. 
And therein lies the meaning of eternity, and eternal 
wisdom. 
That other wise man, the one who ride* forever, 
leans slightly forward against his stirrups, as if to kneel. 
Well that he should. For he lies within the heart of each 
living person, of all men who seek to know. And why do 
they seek to know? Only because of Him. In one 
moment was embodied the beginning and the end of 
wisdom, and of humanity. 
That star shines now, through all of the celebra- 
tion of Christmas and the spirit of holiday joy. Because 
He grew in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God 
and Man. So can life, would that this stubborn creature 
a little lower than the angels but see the reason. God 
committed Himself to become man, and so was formed Arouhd one    o'clock, the family 
.:*-j ,,_J«. -«„ «..:«* r««f auSal  tk.t fhe finest heritage ever known. united under one quiet root—quiet, tnat TLl _A_ r D_iL 
is, except for    the soft    snoring w 
buzzes from every bedroom. 
Christmas Day takes the family to 
Grandmother's house—Johnny with his 
B-B gun, Sue with her frisky puppy, and 
a hundred more grandchildren with guns, 
drums, puppies, kittens, white mice and 
chemistry sets.   - 
Dads are solving world problems in the 
living room so they shoo the children to 
the kitchen. Moms are preparing a feast 
in the kitchen so they shoo the children 
to the living room. After this process 
has been repeated several times, every 
voice in the house has had a chance to 
try itself out in numerous tones and 
keys. 
The refrain of "Silont Night" flows 
from* hte bedroom, but "Do You Love 
Me" replaces it as Sally pushes the re- 
ject button and practices a new twist 
routine. Her night will be silent only after 
the record on the stereo. 
This is Christmas today. Its peace 
and quiet have been drowned out by the 
clamorous sounds of living. —Brenda 
Owens, Progress Feature Editor 
That star abides above Bethlehem, abides yet. And 
you need not sent to know for whom it shines, not if you 
look for the real meaning of Christmas. He was not 
born for Himself, nor did He die for Himself, nor was 
He reaised for Himself. Search your own heart, for you 
might be surprised at the identity of this eternal wise- 
man. When you find out, ride well. 
... JAM DON'T SHAKE THAT WAV 
Misplaced Emphasis 
Process Editor's Post        Christmas Has Lost Its Meaning 
The Editors   Choice. 
Silent Ni&ht Is Created 
Bv DONNA HIE McKINNEY 
Progress Staff  Writer 
The most famous of all Christmas carols is the 
beauUful and reverent Silent Night. But. just a» 
beautiful is the story of Christendom's loveliest 
carol. 
The simple three-chord melody had Its humble 
birth In an obscure village in the A-istrian Alps. It 
was Chlrstmas Eve in the year 1818. »h the village 
of Oberndorf, the Church of St. Nicholas was busily 
preparing for Midnight Mass. Suddenly something 
happened that amounted to a catastrophe. The pipe 
organ was broken almost beyond repair and could 
not be used for the traditional service. The organist, 
Franz Gruber. sorrowfully went to tell the un- 
fortunate news to Father Joseph Mohr, the assistant 
priest. At Mohr's insistence the organist gave the 
instrument another thorough going-over before pro- 
nouncing it hopeless. ■ 
The good Father was terribly distressed over the 
unexpected emergency. In order to relieve bis ten- 
sions and to clear his mind and heart, he bundled 
up and set out to visit some of the homes of his 
mountain parish. While making his rounds he was 
suddenly summoned to the tiny cottage of a ppor 
woodcutter to bless a new born baby. On his way 
hcme ' h it ever.ine Mobr comDared the scene he 
had just witnessed with that witnessed by the shep- 
herds so long ago. He thought of the birth of the 
Christ Child in a humble stable behind the crowded 
inn at Bethlehem. He was so emotionally Inspired 
that soon, to his surprise, he found himself creating 
a poem that was descriptive of the night of which 
both of the infants had been born. The idea that 
flooded his mind soon overcame all thoughts of 
fatigue and weariness and he hurried home in order 
to write down those wonderous thoughts. 
Lyrics Are Created 
In a very short time several simple stanzas had 
emerged in a meter and mood that reflected true 
creative  genius. 
Silent night, Holy night, All is calm, all is 
bright; 
Round yon Virgin "Mother and Child, Holy In- 
tent so tender and mild, 
Sleep In heavenly peace, sleep in heavenly 
peace. 
Later, when Gruber came in, Mohr handed him 
a copy of the stanzas and a guitar and told him to 
write some music to go with the words. That his- 
toric night, the song was sung publicly for the first 
time, receiving from the village worshippers the 
acclaim that it merited. 
However, the song would have remained 
known had not a stranger visited the village, 
was Karl Mauracher, the organ repairmen from 
nearby valley. After the instrument was ogai 
good playing order, he asked Gruber to play some- 
thing. The organist played the music he had com- 
posed for the new Christmas Carol. Mauracher was 
immediately capUvated by the tune and asked for 
a copy to take back to the valley so he could share 
its wonderous beauty with other musicians. 
Carol Starts Journey 
He took the carol with him wondering just who 
would be the right person to give it to when he 
returned home. Ten years passed before he found 
the right answer to that haunting question One day 
he heard four childern singing together and he 
knew his search had come to an end. He quickly 
arranged the song for the four strasser children's 
voices and when they performed the beautiful mel- 
ody It seemed as though it had been written es- 
pecially for them. Their sweet voices blended in a 
heavenly manner giving the song an Immortal 
quality. 
The four children were the means for introduc- 
ing the song to the world. The following year the 
Director-General of Music of the Kingdom of Sax- 
ony happened to near the children sing the song. 
Mr. Pohlenz was so impressed that he wanted the 
children to sing for the King and Queen on Christ- 
mas Eve. The children and their song created a 
sensation then as the song did 23 years later when 
performed before the king of Prussia. The Impres- 
sed monarch expressed the desire to have the song. 
Silent Night, given first place in all future Christmas 
concerts within  his domain. 
The fifth man important in this fascinating 
story is Rev. John Young, who was an Episcopalian 
Bishop in Florida. In 1883, 40 years after the birth 
of the hymm. Young translated the song in flaw- 
less, perfect English. 
Silent Night has taken its rightful place among 
the most beautiful Christmas carols in all the 
Christian world, thanks to the combined efforts of 
five men and four children. The passing of time 
only adds new luster to its well-deserved popularity 
and widespread use. 
Dear Editor: 
I have just returned from seeing the Drum and Sandal Christmas 
Show. For several years I nave enjoyed this yearly program and have 
considered it one of the high spots of the assembly series. The show 
traditionally has transmitted its listeners a clean, fresh and festive 
message, one that points up the sacred aspect of Christmas as well 
as the secular. 
The show that I saw today transmitted to me Impressions that 
were not clean and fresh, but to the contrary, the message became 
bake, the choreography suggestive In nature, and the total scene 
strongly secular. Of course the fault lies with the man who stood in 
front of the curtain between acts. Apparently, he had no knowledge 
of the traditions of the show, nor has he thought much about the 
meaning of the Holiday Season. Obviously, he thought this his big 
ciiance to test his abilities as a nightclub emcee. His remarks were 
completely off color and what's more, I wonder how he managed to 
puss the grammar test in freshman English. His remarks conditioned 
the audience in such a way as to cause the viewer to lnteipret the show 
as a typical night club act, rather than the fine show that it really 
is meant to be. 
1 hope that next year the Drum and Sandal Show will recapture 
the fine spirit which this year was glaringly missing. 
Robert Oppelt 
Assoc. Prof. 
Music 
Dear Editor: 
This evening, Tuesday, December 11, 1962, a group representing 
the different men's dormitories spontaneously took upon themselves 
Christmas caroling In the immediate area of the women's dormitories. 
This small group proceeded to the north side of Case Hall where they 
caroled approximately five minutes. Then the group went to the park- 
ing area between Case Hall and Bumam Hall. After caroling for two 
to three minutes a campus policeman arrived on the scene and made 
his presence known by flashing the revolving red light atop his ve- 
hicle. At this precise moment the group was ordered to  "move on, 
Each year as the Christmas season 
gets into full swing, one of the main 
topics of discussion seems to be the loss 
of the true spirit of Christmas through 
commercialization. 
In a recent campus survey the overall 
opinion of the Eastern student body 
seemed to be t'hat Americans are prone 
to think of the Christmas season as a 
period of personal (monetary) profit 
rather than the originally intended period 
of personal spiritual  gain. 
The various opinions expressed were 
best summed up by Kenny Miller, a 
sophomore from Frankfort, when 'he 
wrote, "The true meaning of Christmas 
rests in the mind of the individual to a 
markedly varying degree. Most people 
realize that Christmas is the time during 
which we celebrate the birth of Jesus 
Christ, but few people actually revere 
this, birthday to any notable degree of 
sincerity. 
Sure, we all go to church on Sunday 
and sing of the birth of our Saviour, but 
munity organizations. 
As one leaves the family, so one 
tends to stray from the church. Instead 
of looking forward to a Christmas erf 
close family communion and reverence 
towards the birth of Christ, one tends to 
look forward to air increase in Pr0'^*> 
personal profit. Money seems to be at- 
tracting more worship frtese days than 
a babe wrapped in swaddling clothes 
did some 2,000 years ago. 
How many signs do you see through- 
out the Christmas holidays advertising 
Christmas gifts, and 'our product n 
better'? 
But the significance of commercializ- 
ation cannot be measured in neon signs 
and advertisements, ft Res in fhe per- 
sonal attitudes of the individuals sub- 
jected to this degradation of a holy 
d*y" —Ran Walhe. 
The Progress   Wishes 
Christmas means many things to the 
growing minds of young    cortegrans. rt 
"Jingle 
we were stopped abruptly by two cars contusing- cammis "">]lr-em--n    anything   to   chanqe   Our   conception   V>f 
and  told  forcefully to leave  immediately.  This we  did  without  any   p,i   ." . TL. L L.      vrt 
protest from our members. It is true that it was 11 p.m. and some V^nriSTmas. I he answer has to be YC5, 
of the residences may have retired by this time. But it was also ten but One would have to CIO back in time 
degrees and we were cold. These men wanted to bring the Christmas ■ 
spirit to the Eastern campus but were prohibited. Should this tradition 
of Christmas caroling be discontinued? 
Sincerely, 
C. Richard Schmitt, Jr. 
Billy J. Bogard 
Charles C. Haran 
Parochial Schools Have Purposes 
"I make no apology for regarding the college 
as one of the most Important institutions of the 
church, and no bones about the fact that I consider 
such an institution as necessarily devoted to the 
highest standards of academic excellence," declared 
Dr. Thad Norton Marsh, new dean of Muhlenberg 
College, at a recent campus convocation. 
"We cannot serve the Lord with half-truth, and 
we cannot serve His church with Pablum. Muhlen- 
berg is a good College—with a noble tradition of 
learning and teaching—but there Is no use blinking 
le fact that no college of the church hi today in the 
very forefront of American colleges and universities. 
let no reason for hesitation in dedicating ourselves 
to the achievement  of that  stature  which already 
eludes us by so little. 
Dean Marsh also touched on the current develop- 
ment campaign and noted that the expansion of 
library facilities Is part of the program. "The in- 
dispensable and undeniable element is the everlast- 
ing excitement of pursuit, so long as the pursuit is 
conducted under conditions of the most absolute and 
undeviatlng freedom. 
"I mean freedom from stresses and duresses of 
all kinds, but mostly freedom from dogmatism 
political, ecclesiastical, social, racial, educational- 
even, administrative. The truth we seek is not white 
Anglo-Saxon Protestant; it is not even Lutheran. And 
the troth we seek, we have been promised, will 
make us free. Our Lord defined liberal education." 
Dear Editor: 
In view of the approaching Christmas season, I would like to 
remind the student body to keep in mind the true meaning of Christ- 
mas. Today, we are inclined to push the birth of Christ In a lowly 
manger, into the background and to concentrate on the buying of 
numerous and expensive gifts for. family, friends, and acquaintances. 
These gifts often mean that because such heavy burdens are placed 
on the giver, no feeling of love or good will accompany the gift. We 
sometimes forget, unless forced by necessity, that a simple show of 
sacrifice in simple gifts means just as much as. and often much more 
than, others which are of greater material value. Christmas is a 
celebration of the birth of Christ; it is a season of joy and good will. 
Therefore, we should remember that although it is nice to receive 
gifts, a simple, heartfelt joyous observance will mean more to us and 
will be remembered longer with happier memories, than one steeped 
in materialism. 
The expression "Put Christ back In Christmas" may have become 
somewhat trite is the last few years, but the thought is still a good 
one which should be practiced more each year. Therefore, I hope this 
Christmas more of us will spend Ume in churches and in our homes, 
content with sending cards to our friends Instead of expensive gifts 
union come primarily from feelings of obligation. 
Mary Long Carpenter 
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to the early industrial revolutions to dig 
out the main cause: collectivization. 
Through the years, ever since the day 
of Watts and Fulton, industry has drawn 
our^ society into a close-knit well-or- 
ganized system. Government, industry, 
labor, and John Does were affected by 
this collectivization. It pulled people 
away from their close family organiza- 
tions and ties and threw them into corn- 
season makes excitement soar. 
This is the last opportunity that the 
Progress staff will have to thank the Jttf- 
derr^body for its support this year, and 
to wish each tttkteni the happiest of 
holidays. The interest you have shown in 
us is encouraging and we deeply ap- 
preciate it. 
So, on behalf of the entire staff, 
may your Christmas be one in which alt 
the spirit of the occasion will be mmmi- 
fested in the actions and thoughts of all 
men. From us to you—Merry Christmas 
and Happy New Year. —The Editor 
Community Contributions Count 
We say that one of the elements of good mental 
health is the ability to contribute productively to the 
community and to the society in which one lives. 
What do we mean by this? 
While the basic parts of society are individuals 
and families, It is evident that there are relation- 
ships between the individual and society that are 
important to a person's mental health. A dictionary 
defines society as "a group living together under 
the same environment and regarded as constituting 
a homogeneous unit"; "all people, collectively, re- 
garded as constituting, a community of related. In- 
terdependent individuals." As civilization grows. 
society's agencies — churches, schools, hospitals, 
government etc. — have become more important to 
the individual. The interest, support and work of a 
large portion of the people are obviously required If 
these agencies of society are to function and to 
thrive. 
The mentally healthy person makes it his bus- 
iness to kn^w about his community and bis country, 
and be finds a way to make his productive contribu- 
tion to some part of either or both. There are many 
ways to do this—by doing volunteer work, by run- 
ning for office, by serving on committees and boards, 
by giving or raising money, by serving as an official 
of an agency. 
Contributions Are MSvUaal 
Each person must, of course select the program 
and the way hi which he wishes to make his con- 
tribution. This will depend upon his personality, his 
interests. Ms training, his finances, his age and sex, 
and a boat of other things, m general, emotionally 
healthy people make their contributions to society 
by personally participating In the work of the agen- 
cies; that is, by direct, personal service rather than 
by merely giving money or voting. The greater the 
investment of One's self—Ume, energy, concern, 
work—that is put into an activity, the greater the 
satisfactions one receives. 
It Is surprising how many people there are who 
eagerly use society's services, such as Ma schools 
and hospitals, but who then criticize the services 
and refuse to make any contribution either In work 
or money. These same people grumble about the tax 
money that supports programs which benefit an 
citizens. 
Money Isn't Everything 
Sometimes people feel that because they have a 
hard time financially aad must wart hard for a 
living, they are anable to contribute to society. 
There are many contributions to make, howenai, 
which do not Involve money. Peeple can volunteer 
their time in such ways a* maintaining the chorea 
and its yard, baby-sitting so as to free someone else 
for a task, keepbig their own yards and work places 
orderly and neat to Improve the morale of nss/llban 
and passersby. Being fciteresteel is and firing moral 
support to others who are more Involved in com- 
munity activities is of utmost hnaoitanoe too. 
As one travels about the state and the country 
It is easy to see that some towns and cities have 
benefitted from a great deal of civic pride and 
citizen action. Even from casual osasHaiiut of these 
places. It is obvious that many citizens have worked 
together to produce aft attractive town wttfc the 
kinds of activities and agenetas which shook} be- 
but are not—part of every commanity. These grew' 
lag. vital lawns and cities are ab*> the ones ft wMea 
the citizens snow a high fcvel of mental health. 
i l 
ighly 
"Fboehliche Weihnachten!" 
German Christmas Is Filled 
With Symbolic Traditions 
■    By  c.ISKI.A   HKKDLER 
Progress Quest Writer 
Bright evergreen wreath* with 
four red candles appeared all ov- 
er Germany on December 2, sym- 
bolizing the beginning of the Chris- 
tmas season. This Is the "Advents- 
reit", the Advent Tide, the time 
when the people are supposed to 
prepare themselves for the arrival 
of the Lord. 
The Germans celebrate the Ad- 
ventsielt very impressively. They 
have an Advent wreath made of 
evergreen twigs which holds four 
red candles. The round wreath 
symbolizes Christ's everlasting 
love which has no beginning and 
no end; the evergreen twigs sym- 
bolize life and the red candles, 
love. It must have real red cand- 
les because they mean the life, 
warmth and light during the dark 
and lifeless winter days that were 
Christ's gift to the world. 
On the first Advent Sunday, us- 
ually late In the afternoon at the 
coffee hour, the German family 
gathers around the table. At its 
center stands the Advent wreath, 
with one candle lighted. Typical 
Advent songs are usng and Mo- 
ther's speed Advent cookies arc 
served. Wood carvings displayed 
only during the Advent Tide help 
to create a more intense atmos- 
phere. On the second Advent Sun- 
day two candles are lighted, three 
candles the third Sunday, and four 
candles on the fourth Advent Sun- 
day befort Christmas. 
German children enjoy keeping 
an Advent calendar. They place It 
against a window so the light 
shows through and open one of the 
24 little windows each day. This 
makes the long time before Chris- 
tmas pass more quickly. 
Siuikt Nlkolaus ('(mi's on Dec. 8 
On December 6th 8aint Nlkolaus 
(Saint Nicholas) comes to all Ger- 
man children. He finds out which 
children are always good so that 
they will receive gifts from the 
Christ child on Christmas Eve, but 
bad children will be warned so 
that they may improve their be- 
havior. On the vening before Saint 
Nikolaus Day German children put 
their freshly polished shoes on 
their doorstep. If thev have been 
good Saint Nlkolaus fills the shoes 
with candy; If they've been bad 
they find switches in their shoes. 
1 Christmas means Christ Mass, a 
mass read for Christ and timed 
for his birth In the middle of the 
night between December A and 25. 
Therefore, the German people ex- 
change their gifts on Christmas 
Eve. Two legal holidays follow, 
December 25 and 36. 
Weihnachten, the German word; 
tor Christmas, means "the sacred' 
Bights." The term dates the time 
before Christ was born. The old 
Germanic  tribes    celebrated    the 
I 
Ho, Ho, Ho! 
Santa Claus 
Legend Began 
In Asia Minor 
By   BEVERLY   (.11.1.IS 
Progress 8t»ff Writer 
; Santa Claus may be a mystery 
Jo   youngsters   and   grownups   as 
Sell; however, the story of him 
not difficult to tell. 
. Although the present day Santa 
Claus in taken to be a myth, and 
In his present form certainly must 
be so understood, there was a real 
Saint Nicholas, an early Christian 
bishop who presided over Myra, a 
city In Asia Minor. He led such 
a remarkable life that while still 
in his youth he was a high church 
ifficlal. Because of his love for 
and relationship to childern and 
because of his generosity, many 
chapels have been dedicated to his 
memory. 
The transformation of the Latin 
name, Sanctus Nicolaus into Santa 
eaus may be hard to understand, 
may be even harder to see how 
a staid saint of long ago should 
become the chubby, jolly charac- 
ter who largely rules the Christ- 
mas season. When the Dutch set- 
tled New Amsterdam, now New 
York, they brought along the tra- 
dition of Santa Claus even to the 
extent of naming their first church, 
though Protestant, after him—the 
St. Nicholas Collegiate Church. 
Dutch Have A Santa 
At the beginning of the 19th 
century the Dutch In New York 
began observance of Christmas 
with parades which featured Santa 
Claus. From this group, a short, 
chubby Hollander seems to have 
become the personification of San- 
ta Claus. 
In reading "A Visit from St. 
Nicholas" by Dr. Clement C. Mo- 
ore we can relate "a sleigh full 
of toys" to the unparalleled gene- 
rosity of the saint, and "the stock- 
ing hung by the chimney with 
care" to the shoes that the children 
of Amsterdam and New Amster- 
dam set in the chimney corners. 
The new Santa Claus, instead of 
having the pale face of a saint has 
• tint of rosy apples on his che- 
eks and becomes more humanist 
than saint In that he is fat and 
jolly Instead of lean and ascetic. 
The saint's robe was changed to 
brilliant red, lined and trimmed 
in ermine, and his grey horse was 
changed to reindeer. 
While it is unfortunate to have 
Santa Claus become the center of 
Christmas, he can symbolize for 
us such generosity and good will 
which can cause the month of De- 
cember to become truly filled with 
light of the unspeakable blessings 
we enjoy, as well as.our obliga- 
tions to one another and a love 
that will fulfill them. 
twelve holy and sacred nights be- 
fore the sun which was at Its 
lowest then would change and rise 
again. They worshipped the sun 
and called It "Weihnachten." 
The German people always have 
a Christmas Tree, called "Welh- 
nachtsbaum." This tradition has 
its origin in the old Germanic faith 
when the people decorated their 
halls with twigs of evergreen, 
mainly from fir-trees which could 
easily be found in their large for- 
ests. The Christmas tree, as we 
have it now, originated In the Al- 
sace country on the Rhine. On a 
picture dated 1806 in Strasbourg, 
a tree is shown for the first time. 
Candles have been used only since 
the 18th Century. 
Santa doesn't come down me 
chimney 
The people In Germany do not 
decorate flre-side places at Chris- 
tmas, nor do they tell the children 
that Santa Claus comes down the 
chimney. This is typically English. 
Eire places are not used as much 
in  Germany. 
The typical food on Christmas 
evening is the Christmas goose, 
"die Weihnachtsgans" and the 
loaf-shaped cake, named "Stollen." 
Stollen. la a yeast cake with al- 
monds, candled fruit, raisins, and 
nuts, but not the same things as 
a fruit cake. Plenty of cookies, 
baked only tor Christmas and 
"Nuenberger Lebkuchen" are ad- 
ded to the plate. The latter are the 
gingerbread cookies, made in 
Nurnberg, West Germany for cen 
turies. 
The song "Stille Nacht" (Silent 
Night) has Its origin on a mountain 
near Salzburg, Austria. A monk 
composed it, and a teacher wrote 
the words to it for his class. It 
sounded so beautiful, sung In the 
middle of the night, that the song 
soon spread all over the world, 
transulated into many different 
languages. A beautiful church in 
Salzburg has bells chiming the 
song "Stille Nacht" about every 
hour during the Christmas season. 
To everyone on Eastern's cam- 
pus,   "Froehliche  Weihnachten." 
Friday, December 14, 19«z 
Delicious Holiday Food 
Makes Christmas Bright 
By SANDY WILSON 
Progress Staff Writer - 
We know Christmas Is truly on 
the way when the homemaker 
rattles cake pans and finds new 
recipes for the holiday. For ex- 
ample, the fruit cake Is traditional 
all over the United States, but new 
recipes for it are constantly being 
created. Not we, but everyone all 
over the world will be trying to 
make new dishes for their holiday 
meals and get-togethers. 
There are so many delicious 
foods that can be prepared, so 
let's start off with a baked ham 
and a blushing red cranberry 
sauce with bright pieces of orange 
to crown a regal ham. 
Cranberry Glaze for Ham 
1-8 c. brown sugar 
1 (1 lb.) jellied cranberry sauce, 
mashed with fork 
2 oranges sliced 
whole cloves 
Score (diamond-cut) fat of hot, 
baked ham; sprinkle on brown 
sugar. Spoon cranberry sauce 
over ham; cut orange slices In 
wedged, fasten to ham with whole 
cloves. Return to oven and bake 
until surface Is glazed, 20-80 min- 
utes. 
" A very good and colorful  salad 
to serve with ham would  be the 
following salad recipe. 
Cranberry  Tropical  Freeze  Salad 
Cream  on Mixer: 
2 pkgs. 3 oz. cream cheese 
2 tbls.  mayonnaise 
2 tbls. sugar 
Add: 1 cup whole cranberry 
sauce 
1-8 oz. crushed pineapple 
(drained) 
Whip: 1 cup cream and add to 
mixture 
Fold In: 2 bananas (diced) 
1-3 cup nuts 
Freeze: Keeps well 
Cookies are also a good sign of 
Christmas. The following recipe Is 
one of the traditional Swedish 
Christmas cookies. It makes a 
lovely do-it-yourself gift if you 
bake the cookies and present them 
with a glaas of jelly for the re- 
cipient to serve with them. 
Mormors Sltkaltor 
(Grandmother's Jelly Cookies) 
1-2 c.  soft butter 
1-8 c. sugar 
1 egg 
1 1-4 cups sifted all-purpose flour 
1-2 tap. salt 
1-4 c. finely chopped almonds 
1-4 c. sugar 
currant jelly 
Cream butter and the 1-8 cup 
sugar until fluffy. Separate egg, 
add yolk and continue creaming. 
Sift flour and salt together: stir 
Into creamed mixture. Roll out on 
lightly floured surface to 1-8" 
thickness. Cut with 2 1-2" round 
cutter. Cut an equal number of 
cookies with scalloped cutter about 
2" In diameter. Remove centers 
with a thimble. 
Beat egg white slightly with 
fork; mix almonds and sugar on 
waxed paper and brush each scal- 
loped cookie with egg; then dip 
In almond sugar. Place almond 
side up on a greased cookie sheet. 
Bake In moderately hot oven, 375 
degrees F., about 6 minutes. Coo- 
kies should not brown. Cool on 
racks and put together with a half 
teaspoonful of currant Jelly in the 
center of each round cookie. 
All through the holidays there 
will be many parties and the nog 
and grogs and the punches of the 
winter holiday season have a spe- 
cial quality all their own. They 
are part of our ancient heritage, 
days of simple pleasures and no 
central heating; drinks which 
turned the cold Into warmth, 
brought gaiety Into the long, dark 
season — ruddy cheeks, open fires, 
happy friendly gatherings. 
The hearty nogs are best for 
midday or early afternoon parties 
—ideal for the New Year's Day 
that Inevitably follows New Year's 
Eve. Muscatel, eggs and cream 
and interesting seasonings will 
make New Year's Day begin to 
brighten up. 
To one and all, "Good Eating 
and Merry Christmas," and always 
remember: 
"Something soft and something 
crisp  should  always go  together. 
And something hot with some- 
thing cold no matter what the 
weather. 
Something bland needs the com- 
plement of something with tang 
and nip. 
Follow these rules and your 
Christmas meals will have taste 
appeal and zip." 
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Statistics Tell A Sad, Sorry Tale . . . 
i 
Maroons After Initial Win Monday; 
Face Another Ohio Five In Wittenberg 
Three-fttnte cumulative statistics show very 
plainly the reaaooi for the Maroons' plight in losing 
.their lirat three games this season. 
The opponents lead in every statistical depart- 
ment but two, free throw percentage and rebounds, 
but Eastern Individual performances have been far 
from outstanding. 
Even though the Maroons are leading their op- 
ponents in rebounding, 128-115, Coach Jim Baechtold 
lists weak rebounding as one of the main reasons 
for the curemt 0-3 record. Eastern is averaging 43.2 
to 38.3 rebounds per game over the enemy, but most 
of these rebounds, about 75 per cent, are coming on 
the defensive board, giving Eastern but one shot at 
the basket far too many to suit the coaching staff. 
Individual rebounding is veiy weak, especially 
where it should be the strongest, among the for- 
wards and centers. 
The three seniors starting in these positions, 
Ron Picket!, Jim Werk, and Russ Mueller have 
combined for a total of 44 rebounds, or a little bet- 
ter than 12 a game for the trio, when all are capablt- 
of getting 12 rebounds each per contest. 
Leading rebounder Is the shortest member of 
the team, guard Rupert Stephens, who has cleaned 
the boards 16 times. It is pretty hard to run an 
effective fast break attack when the guards must 
get the rebounds, as Stephens, Lee Lemos and Her- 
man Smith have been doing, and their combined re- 
bounding almost equals that of the big men on the 
squad. 
Three Maroons are averaging in double figures 
in scoring, bul this an improvement for only one. 
Stephens is scoring at a 14.3 point per game clip, 
while Plckett and Werk are 11.7 and 12 respectively, 
below their averages last year as juniors. 
Minor, aggravating injuries may be partially 
blamed  for the  poor scoring and rebounding,  but 
certainly not all of it. Smith and Werk, two of the 
team's best shots have injuries to fingers of their 
shooting hands,. Picket! has an ankle sprain, and 
highly regarded sophomore Lee Lemos had a badly 
bruised hip. 
The Maroons have until Monday to gel ihese 
injuries in good shape, and may be at their best 
physically for the firs! lime in Ihe young season. 
The first games on the schedule are unimpor- 
tant as far as the Ohio Valley Conference race is 
concerned, but very important to the national pres- 
tige of the club. The weaknesses displayed must 
be remedied before conference firing begins or the 
Maroons may find themselves far below the second 
spot, predicted for them. 
It'<* not .sr-methine that can he b'am°d on in- 
adequate coaching, because Jim Baechtold proved 
himself in the last half of the 1961-82 season, and 
now has two top-flight assistants in Jack Adams 
and frosh coach Larry Parks. It's merely a matter 
of this .year's team deciding it wants to play basket- 
ball. They are certainly no! short on potential. 
MAROONS NEED STUDENT SUPPORT MONDAY 
Losing their first three games has had its 
adverse effects on the Maroons, and the way the 
student body welcomes them home Monday night 
could have an impoitant bearing on the outcome of 
the season. - 
It's not an important game conference wise, 
but It will restore some of the players' confidence 
in themselves if they win. 
They played before hostile crowds in Dayton 
and Toledo, and a listless, unapproving homecouit 
turnout Monday night could be tragic. 
The tilt is the last time the Maroons will have 
the chance to take a win to the Gulf South Classic 
with them, and may play an Important part in the 
manner in which they perform there. 
fiat' ilfaaau Martwns, off to their worst start in two decades, re- 
turn home Monday night from a distastroua two-game road jaunt lntc 
Ohio, to tackle a fourth straight Buckeye quintet, Wittenberg Univer- 
Coach Jim Baechtold-s sagging 
■astert forces currently stand 
0-X in ttietr young season, having 
' ' Miami, at Richmond, and 
Toledo, on the road. 
Makes no excuses for 
UP poor showings, and 
hf* team is getting hurt 
•  he  had  earlier  predic- 
JfiideqOaie    forward    play 
It offensive rebounding. 
Front tine Play Weak 
The   young  Eastern   coach   cal- 
way of the second half. "We have 
no gripes about offlclatlon, it was 
the best called game of the year, 
we jus! blew it," he commented. 
The Wittenberg clash is the last 
opportunity the Maroons will have 
to annex a win before going to 
Bhi-evenort. La., for the Gulf 
South Classic, Dec. 27, 28, and 29. 
Eastern faces Texas Christian 
University in first  round play. 
"This is a real fine team we play 
led the poor" piay of his front line   Monday,"     remarked     Baechtold, 
a  chief Tactdr  in    the    Maroons'   '"rh»» h» 
thr«e losses to date. All-OVC for- 
ward JIM W«fk, 6-5. and 6-7 Ron 
Picwllt,' liave   combined  for  only 
ten  r«.bqund«  per game,  and  6-5 
er Is averaging only 4.7 
r. contest. "We have every 
ct ten rebounds from 
boys every game," 
ider on the team 
;upert Stephens, the 
matnber of the Eastern 
»9u4d._8tiphens. incidentally, is 
the only Maroon player singled out 
by Baeohlotd for his performances 
ILPOUHIJ J. ""h |I|M  He ta t0P* >n 
v*..* 14.S average, re- 
SiaT.   with   a  5.3  output  per 
They have the first six men back 
from last year's team that won 
the Ohio Athletic Conference," he 
added. Among the top returnees 
are Little All-America forward Al 
Thrasher, and 6-4 jumping-jack 
center Bill Cherry, considered one 
of the finest rebounders in the 
midwest. 
The Maroons should be at their 
best physically for the first time 
this season Monday night. Plckett 
has been nursing an ankle sprain 
sophomore guard Lee Lemos a 
badly bruised hip, and Werk and 
Herman Smith injuries to their 
shooting hands. 
The Eastern mentor said he 
could not yet name a starting line- 
game,  »nd  has  the   highest  field  up,  but that it    would    probably 
Girls Avenge Earlier Loss With 
Two Wins Over Berea Females 
IN SEARCH OF FIRST WIN . . . Coach Jim Baechtold poses with seven of his top 
Maroons prepare this week for Wittenberg University in their last game before Hie G«h* "South Classic. 
Dec. 27. 28 and 29. They are, from left, front row: Rupert Stephens, guard; Herman Smith, guard; arid 
Baechtold; back row: Kay Morris, forward; Russ Mueller, forward; Ron Plckett, center; Jim Werk, for- 
ward, and Lee Lemos, guard. .   - -    .  . . 
e,  having hit 21  of 
ir a .488 mark. 
els that his Maroons 
be 2-J   instead  of  0-3  the 
"   [ tl Dayton,   "After 
't bpat Dayton at 
" he gald. 
:e disappointed over 
t, ill which the Ma- 
come from the eight players who 
have seen action. The guards will 
come from the trio of Stephens, 
Lemos and Smith, the forwards 
from Werk, Mueller and Kay Mor- 
ris, and the center either Plckett 
or Bob Tolan. 
The Eastern freshmen, coached 
by Larry Parks, will face Sue 
Bennett College in a 5:45 prellm- 
aA eight point lead mid-   inary to the 6 p.m. tlpoff. 
By CONNIE MOORE 
WRA  Reporter 
Eastern's Maroonettes field hoc- 
key team avenged an earlier set- 
back at the hands of the Berea 
girls Tuesday when they swept 
both matches of the afternoon in 
Berea. Both matches required the 
After watching the Plratettes 
take an opening 3-0 lead, the Ma- 
roons, paced by Captain Pat Taul- 
bee, soared to a 7-8 advantage. 
Berea then caught up and tied the 
score seven all with the help of a 
The story was different in the 
next two games of the first match. 
Due   to  the   powerful   serving  of 
Frosh ROTC Learn 
Use Of M-l Rifle 
Realism and practical exercises 
are prevalent in Eastern's ROTC 
classrooms. 
The freshmen having already 
been  instructed  in  the  assembly. 
Dayton And Toledo 
Pair Of Defeats On 
■ _•. - - 
s 
Inated  the  game.  Eastern served 
first  and was    soon  on top    7-0. 
lifting foul  and  then  took an 8-7  Berea got the ball and managed to 
margin.  The    Maroonettes    could 
full three games to determine the  not  catch  up again  and  lost  the 
winner. first game 13-10. 
Taulbee. Eastern completely dom- disassembly and care of the cali- 
ber 30 M-l Rifles, are now engaged 
In the proper use of the rifle. They 
are now being Instructed in the 
proper sight picture, trigger sque- 
eze and other basic rudiments of 
marksmanship. 
Still awaiting the freshmen  are 
get five points before spiked bv 
Kay Whitaker and Phyllss Tincher 
strengthened the Eastern lead 10-5. 
Whitaker served in the last few 
minutes to insure the Maroonettes  more marksmanship training and 
PREWITTS BARBER SHOP 
IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL 
Specialize in  Flat Tops 
Open 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.—Mon.. Tuts., Thursday 
Closed Wed.—Open 8 A.M. - t P.M. Frl. and Sat. 
XMAS  SPECIALS! 
40% OFF ON ALL 
RODS  -  REELS  & BAIT! 
OLDHAM % POWELL 
a 15-fl win. 
In the third and deciding game, 
Berea scored three points before 
losing the ball. A lifting foul gave 
the Maroonettes their first oppor- 
tunity to score and Taulbee served 
them to a 8-3 tie. 
Berea then regained the ball, but 
Tincher took It back for Eastern 
and the locals rallied to a 0-3 ad- 
vantage. After a Pirate time out 
they rallied to a 12-12 tie, with 
Berea in possession of the ball. 
A beautiful block by Myrna Ken- 
non put the Maroons in a serving 
qualification tests with small-bore 
rifles at Eastern's Jouvre Rifle 
Range. 
No Player Of Week 
Coach Jim Baechtold decided not 
to name a Player of the Week for 
the week including the Dayton and 
Toledo game, because he did not 
feel that there was anyone deserv- 
ing of the honor. 
Rupert Stephens, senior guard 
from Russell Springs received the 
Dayton and Toledo continued the 
Ohio domination of Eastern Satur- 
day and Monday nights with 79-67 
and 63-56 wins respectively over 
the traveling Maroons. 
An opening loss to Miami of 
Ohio, coupled with the pair of new 
defeats, give the Maroons a 0-3 
record, one of the most dismal 
openings in many seasons. 
After hanging with the Flyers, 
defending NTT champs, for the 
first 11 minutes of the first half 
the Maroons fell behind for good 
on a Bill Westercamp foul shot. 
Westercamp, a 6-10 senior center, 
points In a row to pull (he Maroons 
to within seven, M-59, with 4:84 
remaining. 
Then a questionable three point 
trip by substitute center Ren ,A»- 
ello put the Flyers back ahead by 
10. Anello had faked a shot draw- 
ing Plckett into the air above him. 
while he went back down into a 
crouching position. Plckett came 
down with ma right knee striking 
Anello, the foul Was called, Anello 
then shot and the basket was ruled: 
good. 
From that point on the Mar- 
oons'   hopes  were   shattered . and 
coupied with  forward Chuck Izor they couldn't get another concerted 
to push Dayton to a 29-20 lead with rally started. 
6:64   remaining   and     from     that It   looked   as   if   the   wm hungry 
point on the teams played on near- Maroons might get their ftrtt taste 
ly even terms with Dayton leading of victory  for the  bigger part of 
41-33 at the half. the Toledo tiH.  The  equaUy-aized 
Shackled  by  numerous  walking fives battled to a 80-30 deadlock at 
violations  the    Maroons    watched toe half, in a period that saw. the 
position. Whitaker served and put  ZnrZl wPX »nVk the first  D**
10" maintain  a  13 point lead  score tied eight timea, with Bas ir,,,,.,,.™ .h..j K «■» J x *.._     nonor  last  ween,  ana  us  uc  mm   »hmiio+i m«.t A( ih« .on-™. »....     •_   I..J>..   > i».     „..,.     ™<.I.J. Eastern ahead 13-12 and then Ber- 
ea tied the score at 13 up. 
Fran Stock served the two win- 
ning serves, during the Maroonet- 
tes a 16-13 game win and the 
match. 
In the second match the Maro- 
ons won the first game, lSrll, with 
Connie Moore and Caroline Rob- 
erts providing the offensive punch. 
In the second game Berea tied 
the match at 1-1 with a 15-7 win. 
The Maroons again won the third 
and decisive game as Roberts and 
Moore again sparkled In a 16-11 
victory. 
basketball player of the week. 
Library Makes 
Sunday Change 
A change in Sunday library 
hours to become effective Decem- 
ber 16, Sunday, was announced by 
the library. The new hours, affec- 
ting Sunday only, will be from 6 
p.m. to 7 p.m. 
through ost of the season stanza, 
until Lee Lemos, Russ Mueller and 
Ron    Pickett    combined    for six 
tern  leading  twice    and    Toledo 
once. 
The Maroons came back ho! In 
Eels Win First Meet; 
Swamp Morehead 72-23 
the seco»4 half and zoomed to an 
eight point,  40-32,  lead  with  15:45 
Then the Maroons folded, and 
Ray Wolford and Ralph Kriedel 
pushed the Rockets into the lead, 
44 4* with 7 :Bt left to go. 
A*toT Taiedo had gained the lead 
Ihe Maroons coujd do no better 
tkan get withtn foar points on a 
gay. Hf»rr4«,.l»yup with 3:61 re- 
mainm* at 88-48. 
Tasea* than took advantage « 
frantic Eastsrn mistakes to go td 
an 11 pMM toad in the last rhtmfte 
of play, and maintained that mar- 
gin unui the end of the fracas. 
Jtftrantt Wet* 1*, MUetler 8, 
Pickett 11, Stephens 6, Lemos 18, 
Mori* 4, ToHn 8, and Smith 2. 
DAYTON:   ie*fe%,ji.    Izor U, 
HA8T«RN- Werk 14, Mueller 2, 
Plofiett ». Stephens 16, Lemos 3, 
SmUh^JCorrJa. ».     . 
TtiLteld: Bail lb, Cox. 9, Dren- 
ser 4.   WoUord  26.  Delong  4,   and 
PURKEY'S 
FOOD 
MARKET 
OPEN  DAILY  'TIL 
10 P.M. 
Front Wheel 
' Alignment 
And 
Tire Balancing 
"repairing a specialty" 
Geo.H.West 
Garage 
North St. 
Phone 623-2998 
••'•■iilM'' 
COLONEL DRIVE IN 
ttOME OF 
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN 
(COL. SANDERS RECIPE) 
NORTH AMERICA'S 
HOSPITALITY DISH 
TUESDAY SPECIAL 79 
SNAPPY 
SERVICE 
GRILL 
^nr here Friends Meet 
and 
Enjoy Good Food. 
MEAL  TICKETS 
$5.50 For $5.00! 
CARRY OUT 
SERVICE 
u 
NAME IT... WELL 
COOK IT. 
Bus Station 
2 Mocks from College. 
By   ARM)  REHFUSS 
Sports Staff Writer 
The Eastern Eels began their 
1*82-63- swimming season last Sat- 
urday with an Impressive victory 
over the Morehead Eagles. In pil- 
ing up their 72-23 triumph, all but 
one first place was taken by Eas- 
tern In the 11 events, including a 
new pool record and first places in 
two new events. 
Chuch Nordstrom won the 200- 
yard Individual medley with a new 
team record of 2:30.4. The pre- 
vious record was 2:32.4. John Vet- 
ter, captain of the team, swam the 
200-yard freestyle to 2:17.4; this 
replaced the 120. The 500-yard fre- 
estyle race, won by Dick Sullivan 
In 1:64.4, replaced the 440. 
The Eastern Eels traveled to 
Lexington yesterday to swim 
against the U. of K. Freshmen. 
The results Of this meet weren't 
available at press time. 
400-yard medley relay: Eastern 
(Roeftwaki, Baechle, Slager, Petit). 
Time — S:2B.». 
200-yard freestyle: 1. Vetter (E), 
2. Olson (E), S. Pack (M); 2:17.4. 
. 50-yard freestyle: 1. gteftyy <|D), 
2. Petit   (E),  3,  Plaummer   (M); 
:25.4. 
200-yard Individual medley: 1. 
Nordstrom (E), 2. Sanzone (E), 3. 
Goforth  (M);  2:30.4. 
One-meter diving: 1. Morris (E), 
2. Warren (E), 3. Flatter (M). To- 
tal points, 188.85. 
200-#ard butterfly: l. Slagef (Ei, 
2. Burkhart (M), 3. Bcher (M); 
2:41.6. 
100-yard freestyle: X- Neuman 
(M), 2. Plaummer (M), 3. DeUel 
(E);   :56.5. 
200-yard backstroke: 1. Rogowskl 
(E), 2. Goforth (M), Blackburn 
(E); 2:52.8. 
500-yard freestyle: 1. Sullivan 
(E), 2. Olson (E), 3. Tie. Pack 
(M) and VandsHce (M); 8:54.4. 
200-yard breaststroke: 1. Baechle 
(E), 2. Streck (M), 3. Rehfuss 
(E); 2:44.9. 
400-yard freestyle relay: Eas- 
tern (Stotfey, Vetter, Bishop, Pet- 
it); 3:52.5. 
8?3 
"When you say it With Flowers, 
it's  beautifully  said" 
KELLY'S   FLORIST 
E.  Main Phone  623-4998! 
BOWLING    AT 
MAROON LANES 
IS    EXCITING! 
OPEN   BOWLING — DAYS.   N1TES 
AND WEEKENDS * FREE  BUS 
SERVICE   FOR — 
COLLEGE   CLASSES   AND 
INTRAMURAL   LEAGUES! 
*■*• •" *-' i_ 
FREE! 
$15 Worth of Cleaning & 
Laundry Every Week! 
One Number from a Girls' & Boys' 
Dorm and Brockton will be posted et 
ROYAL   ONE-HOUR   CLEANERS 
'       Each  Week! 
The occupants will receive. FREE. $5 Worth of 
Cleaning   and   Laundry! 
ROYAL ONE HOUR 
CLEANERS 
N. 2nd St., Richmond PIMM 422-3404 
Chwcei are, you Know that ffreyheund fares are less than 
Mffther fetff of public transportation. What you probably 
tron't rearUe Is how much loss. For a pleasant surprise, 
cheek ths money-saving Greyhound fares below. Tou'll see 
at o flsace why It always pays to insist on exclusive 
BrtyllWho: Scenlcrullir Service?..and leave the driving to us! 
lio othe* <0rrh of pliblic transportation has fares so low. For example: 
*Y. ,     CINCINNATI, o. 
R. trip 6.40  One way *~M - R. trip 6.40 
•N, Kt. CfftCAOO, ILL 
- R trip 1.7S   1 wmy 18.96 - R. trip 2S.S5 
KY. DEIKOTT. MICH, 
rip 11.88   1 wmylL»0 - R. trip SI.46 
IT. MIAMI. FLA. 
R trip 848  1 wajr S0.SS - R. trip 5J.85 
»VHi* Kt. NEW TORK CITY 
S.10 - R trip 5.60   I w»y SS.80 - R. trip 4S.0S 
m tfPMd by Greyhound Package EiM" 
— 
II 
^Cfioice To Make « . . 
The Reindeer Send A Christmas Message 
- 
By MARY JANE Ml'LUNS 
ProKrriw Staff Writer 
Every year about two week* 
before Christmas, Santa takes out 
of the bottom drawer of his mas- 
sive desk the lists of young people 
who have long: since matured and 
entered college.-It has long been 
known that once a person sets old- 
er, he diverts from the idea that 
there is a true Santa Claus. But 
Santa neve? forgets the childtHh 
wishes he fulfilled with pleasure. 
--Santa then choses from these 
lists one reliable college follow to 
bring to Christmas land one week 
before Christmas And how, you 
ask,  does  Santa  know  about  the 
J'oung people who have now gone 
o college? Weil, he is very much 
like a doctor. In that he never 
loses track of his "patient," for 
the elves ■ make  excellent  spies. 
Well, I must continue with my 
■tory for one of you may be chos- 
en for this year, and when I re- 
late my story, you will then know 
what to expect. As for my source 
of information, It la reliable, for 
1 am Santas' secretary. 
Last year my boss chose Tommv 
Pennysworth fiom Tippen Bottle 
College In northeastern Kentucky. 
Since the team needed a work out 
so as to get in shape for the long 
Carols Become Lasting 
Christmas Traditions 
Friday, December 14, 1fl*2 EASTERN PROGRESS   5 
journey on Christmas eve night, 
Mr. Clause sent Pepptn, his moat 
reliable elf, to drive the team 
down to Kentucky to pick up their 
charge. 
When Tor"-nv 8 — '"ed P"1 '"" 
settled by Mrs. Claus for his 
short visit, I took him out to the 
large building that would be head- 
quarters for him during his stay 
the home of the reindeer. He ap- 
STATE BANK AND 
TRUST CO. 
Richmond.   Kentucky 
"Figure On Banking With Us" 
2 Convenient Locations — Main St. and Big Hill Ave. 
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP. 
JeM.y$ DRIVE-IN 
-R H2 13 T.A.TT JR.-A.3STT 
WEST MAIN ST. 
(At City Limits) 
RICHMOND 
FOR S~m PROMPT ATTSNTION   THEII'S A XMSt NEAR YOU 
TO CARRY-OUT ORDERS tt Locations In 7 State* 
peared amazed at the sight of 
tons of reindeer hay stacked In 
the hay section and the elaborate 
harness sets in the gear-room. I 
: then explained to our visitor that 
he was to do no manual labor, but 
was just to keep the reindeer 
company, "they love the social side 
of life," and to build up their in- 
terest of Christmas eve to such 
a point that they would readily sail 
through the waves of air to every 
mansion and hamlet >n the world. 
Rudolph Is leader 
When I had personally intro- 
duced him to all the reindeer and 
saw that even their leader, Rud- 
olph, liked him, I quickly excused 
myself and went back to my of- 
fice to finish reading the last stack 
of  present  requests. 
I would like to clarify at this 
point that we do have a reindeer, 
namely Rudolph, whose hose 
lights up with such a radiance so 
as to light the way even in the 
most foul weather. However, it on- 
ly shines on Christmas Eve when 
Rhoudolph becomes excited. I have 
never throughly understood the 
reason, but I suppose it is caused 
by a chemical reaction similar to 
Schilling's 
STANDARD 
Service Station 
Phone 
623-9944 
Richmond,  Kentucky 
3rd and  Main 
a lighting bug. 
I didn't go back to see Tommy 
for  a  period  of  three  days,   and 
when  I  finally  managed  to  take 
i advantage of a lull in the work, I 
slipped  into the stable  unnoticed. 
j There on a bale of hay sat Tommv 
j surrounded   by  the   standing  and 
' reclining   reindeer  with  their  an- 
tlers glowfng with  newty  applied 
I polish and their brown eye» gleam- 
ing with interest. They were talk- 
I ing with Tommy, and the conver- 
| satinn was so strange and held me 
I in such an awe that I will relate 
it to you. 
Donner—Several years a;?o Tom, 
we weren't together like this 
'cause at least half of us packed 
up and went home every weekend. 
Cupid—But the reason we left 
wasn't that we were homesick, but 
because the snow was so deep Wo 
couldn't play and there wasn't any- 
thing else to do. 
Tommy—Say cats—uh, I mean 
reindeer—You know that sounds 
just like what happens down at 
school. Nearly every week-end half 
to two thirds of the kids go home 
since there isn't anything to do— 
I guess some are homesick and 
then there are always some who 
get hungry for home cooked food— 
But, why Donner. are all of you 
here now; because it is so near 
Christmas? 
Donner—No, it's not because it 
is so near Christmas, but because 
Santa heard that we were plan- 
ning to go to Mr. Cranberry, and 
try to get him to slait a Reindeer 
Guild. But if it had been started 
it would have completely ruined 
the Laps- So Santa changed our 
living routine and added many ac- 
tivities. No we want to stay here 
all wear long! 
At this point, I slipped back out 
Into the blowing snow and went 
back to the office. 
Very soon, now, Santa Clause 
will be choosing another guest for 
Christmas Land. But the idea that 
always anowes my brain about this 
time every year is why the truth 
about my boss's existence never 
gets ir, the news. It is beyond my 
comprehension. 
Newberry's 
YOUR GIFT CENTER! 
For Women: 
• Tussy — Max Factor — Coty — 
Shulton — Gift   Sets. 
• Mojud     Hosiery — Movie  Star 
Lingerie. -^___^ 
• Blouses by MacShore and 
Don  Kenny.   - 
• Collegetown Skirts and Sweaters 
GET A NEW SHIRT 
FREE! 
PERFECT SHIRTS AREN'T ALL 
YOU'LL FIND WHEN YOU OPEN 
ONE OF OUR SHIRT PACKAGES. 
Packed with each Shirt is a valuable "Shirt-Point" 
Coupon. Save 100 Coupons and get a Certificate for 
a New Shirt of your choice (up to $5.00). Look sharp 
and save money with our quality Shirt Laundering 
Service. 
MODERN DRY CLEANERS 
& LAUNDRY 
220 E. Irvine 130 Big Hill Ave. 
CHOOSE YOUR FREE SHIRT AT 
STAFFER'S  MEN'S WEAR 
Main At Madison 
By JON 0. ANDERSON 
Prugrew. Staff Writer 
From car radios, at parties, an-l 
on department store public address 
systems can be heard the strains 
of "Sleep in heavenly peace". 
"Dashing through the snow", and 
"Fa la la la la la la la la". They 
are sung wherever people *et to- 
gether for Chrlslrms activities 
Their origins are as merry and 
momentous as the season they de- 
pict. 
"Deck the llalis" 
This is one of the best known 
secular carols and is a universal 
favorite In Engilsb-speaking lands. 
The melodv Is an old traditional 
one from Wale*, once used by Mo- 
zart as the theme of a composi- 
tion for violin and  piano. 
The words make no reference to 
the Nativity, but tell us much 
about the customs of the season of 
Yule which were taken over from 
earlier pagan winter festivals. 
"Co. Tell tt on the Mountains" 
The Influence of Chnstmas cus- 
toms is  reflected In the songs  of 
Nlegro slaves that have come down 
' to us In the form of Negro spiri- 
tuals or "songs qf the splilt". 
The spirituals, particularly those 
with the Christmas message, are 
as simpfe as the humble, crude 
surroundings in which the Ncgioes 
were born and lived. Many came 
from the tips of slave mothers 
while they nursed their babies. 
| "God Rest You Merry, Oentleroen" 
This is the most nopular carol 
In England, containing a Joyous 
note of Christmas cheer from 
"Merrie" England. The verses of 
this quaint caiol relate the storv 
In a childlike but very touching 
manner. 
"I Heard the Bells on (iirislin:is 
Day" 
This song appeared December 
25, 1863, as a poem entitled 
"Christmas Bells", written by the 
beloved American poet, Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow. Just six 
months after the Battle of Gettys- 
burg. In it he voiced the anxiety 
of millions of weary hearts in 
America during the long dark 
years of the Civil War. This song 
will fill the hearts of multitudes 
with Joy so long as church bells 
ring out the Nativity message at 
Christmastlde. 
"O Christmas Tree" 
"O Christmas TTree" is the most 
popular carol about the Christmas 
tree and is rivaled only by the 
lovely "Silent Night" In popular 
favor In Germany. 
The melody Is an old folk tune 
of the Middle Ages. It Is familiar 
now also as that of Maryland's 
state song. 
"O Holy Night!" 
It is said that, on Christmas Eve 
In 1870, during the Frmncoe Prus- 
sian War, when Paris was be- 
sieged, the French and Germans 
faced each other in trenches before 
the city. Suddenly a young French- 
man Jumped out of his trench, and 
In a beautiful singing voice as- 
tonished the Germans with Adolphe 
Adam's Incomparable "O Holy 
Night!". The men on the opposite 
side seemed awe-struck and not 
a shot was fired in his direction. 
When the  French singer had  fin- 
ished the carol, a tall German re- 
sponded. He came out of his trench 
to sing in his- own Innguage Lu- 
ther's noted Christmas hymm. 
"From Heaven Above to Earth I 
Come." 
"Rise I'p. Shepherd, an' FohVr" 
This carol is txplcally Negro in 
its short sentences and in its sim- 
plicity. It might well be classified 
as a shepherd carol, since the 
shepherd   is   central   throughout. 
As has happened not only in 
Negro spirituals, but in carols of 
various countries, the details of 
the Nutivity story are not always 
presented accurately. In this case 
we have the star In the east on 
Christmas morn, not even on 
Twelfth-night! We have shepherds 
following the star,  not  Wise Men. 
"Silent  NtfM! Hsly Might!" 
Now we come to the beat-loved 
and most widely used of all Chris- 
tmas carols. "Silent Night" has 
been translated into no loss than 
ninety languages and dialects. It 
was written December 24, 1818. by 
Joseph Moln. assistant Catholic 
priest In an obscure village. Obern- 
dorf. near Salzburg, Austria. 
Thus, the carols go. a long and 
Impressive list which has become 
an Integral part of the celebration 
of Christmas In  many lands. 
KUNKEL'S Service Station 
1210 WEST  MAIN 
Phone  623-4294 
TELEVISION 
And 
RADIO REPAIR 
WIDE SELECTION OF RADIOS, PHONOGRAPHS 
AND TRANSISTORS 
CLICK'S RADIO AND T. V. 
!tisM«s^g:^sHes^g:^Mis^sHcs^sHWii 
STOCKTON'S 
DRUGS 
Main Street. 
Richmond, Ky. 
Best Wishes 
For The New 
School Year! 
"See Us for your 
Drug Needs" 
A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM JETT-HALL 
FOR WOMEN  ONLY 
Dear Richmond Women, 
Perhaps you are wondering why we at a men's 
clothing store are writing you. To be truthful, we 
feel that we can be of assistance to you this year 
in the selection of a Christmas gift for that special 
guy. It seems as if girls are always wondering what 
to buy for their fellow at Christmas. 
We believe we have the solution to this prob- 
lem at Jett-Hall. We have a trained staff of young 
men who are aware of the latest men's styles and 
fashions and are eager to help you in every way 
possible to select the qift that is just exactly right 
for that man in your life. 
So, whether you wish to spend five dollars or 
fifty dollars, Jett-Hall is able to offer you a selec- 
tion to pleast even the hardest to please. Don't 
worry this year—stop in and let us solve your 
Christmas gift problems. You won't be sorry you 
did! 
A very Merry Christmas, 
- 
j ;:s»:a*::s»: 
HAVE YOU LOOKED FOR YOUR LUCKY 
I. D. Number From JETT & HALL? 
Mi 
For Men: 
• Old Spice — Yardley and Max 
Factor Toilet Sets. 
• BVD Sport end Dress Shirts 
• BVD Socks — BVD Ties 
MAKE NEWBERRY'S YOUR HEADQUARTERS 
FOR GIFTS AND GIFT WRAP. 
YOUR PURCHASES GIFT WRAPPED 
FREE OF CHARGE! 
I 
I 
I Newberry's | 
i San HPio ■■•■WTH^B HaWW MaWW ■■WW ^^^W^B^BVI ^Wl ^Wl ■■^■■w 
-t » O     „    0     • 
BOOKS 
•   i »f a 
.... MAKE PERFECT 
GIFTS 
College Book Store 
Vou'il smoke with a fresh enthusiasm 
when you discover the cool "air-softened"taste of Salem 
e menthol fresh e rich tobacco taste e modem tfljer, too 
I 
* 
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MARY ROSEFEI.TNER 
Junior,   Hazard 
Mary Rose is a Home Econo- 
mics major at Eastern. She is a 
member of the Home Economics 
Club and also a member of KYMA. 
In 1961, she was the First Runner- 
Up to the Homecoming Queen. 
By  ELLEN  RICE 
Christmas is almost here and 
one of the thoughts on the minds 
of all Eastern students is vaca- 
tion! Vacation is hoped-for lei- 
sure, and Mary Rose Feltner is 
pictured in an outfit that is per- 
fect  for the  holiday  idle   time. 
Mary Rose's jacket and slacks 
are 100 percent cotton imported 
sulta suede by Thermo-Jac. The 
olive jacket has a low belt and is 
accented with two small pockets. 
An extra attraction of the coat is 
that it is water repellant. Leather 
buttons and cotton print lining 
complete its custom look. 
The leather tone slacks are sad- 
■ die stitched front and back for 
extra emphasis. With the slacks 
Mary Rose is wearing a matching 
Thermo-Jac blouse with a car- 
digan neckline. 
This is the perfect outfit for 
your extra curricular activities at 
Eastern and for your holiday fun 
whether it be skiing, skating, in- 
formal parties, or loafing. 
Suede - always a fashion sym- 
bol - requires proper care if any 
girl wishes to appear neat. One 
good rule to follow, not only with 
a suede jacket but with any coat 
or jacket, is to wear a scarf 
around your neck to protect the 
collar. Suede also should be dry 
cleaned, but there are commercial 
c'cner* Available to remove small 
spots. Just treat any garment well, 
and it will last longer, but more 
important, if will always look neat. 
Besides the suede ensemble. 
Elizabeth's has a wide selection of 
slacks and co-ordinated blouses 
from which to choose. Whether you 
want wool, cotton, or cotton knit 
slacks, you can choose from a var- 
iety of colors in solids, prints, 
plaids, or tweeds. Some styles even 
come In proportioned sizes. 
One thing that Christmas holi- 
days and sports clothes mean is 
the rough weather of the out-of- 
doors. If your skin seems to get 
dry and rough in the weather, pro- 
tect it with a moisturizing lotion 
worn under make-up: use cleans- 
ing lotions and other products spe- 
cially made for dry skin; use hand 
cream  at all  times. 
Have a wonderful time at all the 
holiday parties - find the perfect 
clothes for any occasion at Eliza- 
beth's - have a warm and joyous 
Christmas. 
Casing The 
Clubs 
BY JUDY WOODS 
Sophs Sponsor 
"Holiday Hop" 
The Sophomore Class is sponsor- 
ing an informal dance in the Stu- 
dent Union Cafeteria December 18, 
from 8 until 11:45 p.m. Music will 
be furnished by the fabulous "Ma- 
roons. '' 
50c stag—75c drag 
Clubs Editor 
is  BSU president. 
3309 
"We Care For Your Hair" 
DAVIS  BEAUTY   SALON 
ACROSS FROM SPECK'S PH. 623-1200 
PENNEY'S 
60'* ANNIVERSARY 
Chrl»tma»tlm» . . . anytlm* 
COUNT ON PENNEY'S FOR A 
FULL  MEASURE OF VALUE 
worthy of your confidence 
B.S.U. "Perks" Plan* for CJirls- 
tmu-s Coffee 
"An old-fashioned Christmas" 
will be the theme of this year's 
Christmas Coffee at the Baptist 
Student Center, 325 South Second 
Street, on Monday. December 17. 
Calling hours will be from 7 until 
9 p.m.. and all Eastern students, 
faculty, and administrative staff 
are invited to attend. 
Terri Groves, social chairman of 
the BSU, is in charge of arrange- 
ments for this annual event. She 
will be assisted by members of 
the organization's executive coun- 
cil. 
Members of the campus Young 
Woman's Auxiliary and the BSU 
sponsor a party this evening for 
the children at Telford Community 
Center. Over 100 children will par- 
ticipate in a Christmas program 
and will receive gifts provided by 
the B.S.U. Refreshments will also 
be served. 
Janice Keeton, a junior from 
Monticello, serves as president of 
the YWA's and Larry Pacey, a 
senior from  Charlestown,   Indiana. 
Joyeux Noel 
Le Cercle Francais, Eastern'* 
French Club, enjoyed a Christmas 
party at the home of Dr. Murbach 
on Tuesday, December 11, at 5:80 
p.m. 
After a short business meeting 
the group sang Christmas carola in 
French,  and  ate French pastries. 
Dr. Murback. Miss Engels and 
Mr.  Nevelle  sponsor the  club. 
Wenlev Club (Joes A' Caroling 
Tonight, the Wesley Club will be- 
gin the evening with caroling and 
finish It with a Christmas party. 
Students who wish to engage in 
these activities should meet in 
front  of  Burnam  Hall  at  7  p.m. 
Reverend Poore of the Methodist 
Church will be guest speaker at the 
regular weekly meeting, Monday, 
December 17. 
This week the guest speaker was 
Mr. David Hopcraft from Kenya. 
East Africa. Mr. Hopcraft will 
graduate  from Berea in January. 
He felt that "the force behind 
Christianity is the important 
thing." He also asked if we feel re- 
sponsible for those around us, and 
then added that "there must be a 
change in the people before there 
will be a change in the country." 
Students are urged to attend the 
Bible discussion each Thursday at 
6 p.m. in room 201 of the Student 
Union. 
The Mailbag 
Gay Christmas Cards 
Exceed Santa's Pack 
By JUDY WOODS 
Progress  Staff Writer 
People who say that Santn has 
the world's biggest pack have their 
.statistics confused. In December 
the mail pouch is undoubtedly the 
larger. 
Christmas cards are responsible 
fnr evtra' weieht on the postman's 
shoulders, and for cramped Amer- 
ican  fingers. 
Each year millions of these mes- 
sages of cheer are received in this 
country. They may come from next 
door or from many miles away. 
England gave the world its first 
Chirstmas greeting. It Is claimed 
that this card was engraved in 
1842 by a, sixteen-year-old London 
artist. William May Egley, but 
that it failed to arouse interest 
among his friends. 
In 1846 a London company pub- 
lished a pictorial Christmas card 
with a design in color', by J. C. 
Horsley. The design consisted of 
three panels in a rustic framework. 
The central section portrayed a 
festive Christmas scene, while the 
flanking panels pictured acts of 
"Feeding the Hungry" and "Cloth- 
ing the  Needy.' 
Beneath the pictures appeared 
those now often-heard words. "A 
Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year to You." 
Artist Horsley probably drew his 
Inspiration from the Christmas no- 
tes Englishmen had been writing 
for years. In those days people al- 
ways sent poems or pretty com- 
plimenls to friends on special oc- 
casions. Such notes were delicately 
engraved with embossed ornamen- 
tal framework. 
According to Laurence Whistler, 
author of The English Festivals 
the following was typical of poems 
adorning these  cards: 
Christmas Comforts 
Tis the season for 
friends and relations to meet 
Still closer to link by 
the pleasures enjoyed 
Trose bonds which endear 
man  to  man  making  sweet 
The  life which without 
them is dreary and void. 
The greeting card made its 
American debut at Boston, in 1875. 
Since tne present designs of Chirs- 
tmas symboU were not yet known 
here, these cards were adorned 
with various floral motifs. 
A few years later the designs 
were broadened to include fir 
trees, fireplaces, and finally — old 
Santa himself. 
Today, caid designs range from 
portraits of the Madonna and child 
to photographs of Junior in his 
space suit to cartoons of teenage 
girls writing  "Dear Santa baby." 
After the Noel Season, most 
cards either find a garbage pail 
grave or make their permanent 
home in a cherished scrapbook. 
One girl on campus uses portions 
of the cards for the Valentines she 
makes the week after Christmas. 
However, Christmas cards continue 
to grow in popularity and are be- 
coming an American tradition. 
GAYMODES 
Give a box of 
3 pairs $094 2 
Penney's own fabulous nylons . . . worn by 
more American women than any other 
banrd! So-o—they might be the very nylons 
she buys! Seamless stretch or regular seam- 
less with reinforced heels and toes and—fine 
seamed dress sheers! Featuring Gaymode 
double-loop construction, top-mill fashion 
colors and conioured proportioned sizes. 
Remember yArea!'charge it at Penney's. 
FREE!! 
ONE 
$5 GIFT  CERTIFICATE 
PER  WEEK 
Will be given away each week by Jert & Hall.  This 
week, and every week, look for the hidden I.D. Num- 
ber.   If it's your number, brinq your I.D. Card in to 
JETT 
g t 
& HALL'S and get your gift certificate. 
Alii &4jfrB3 
Formerly BOB'S MEN'S SHOP 
SftHe-HCS^H^^MttHttf^i^MGi^^ 
s 
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SMART  SHOP 
COLLEGE  &  CAREER  FASHIONS 
NORTH  2nd. 
A "PRO' AT WORK . . . Shown is Mr. Thomas H. Bonny, who has 
sung in the "Messiah" chorus since its beginning. Sunday evening's 
performance marks 31 years of his participation in the event. 
Number 31 Comin' Up! 
Mr. Thomas Bonny Slated 
To Sing In 'Messiah' Again 
By MARY JANE MULLIN8 
Progress Staff Writer 
When the Christmas spirit is 
yearly renewed, and Eastern's 
Messiah Chorus begins its practice 
sessions, Mr. Thomas H. Bonny 
of Irvine returns for the thirty 
first time to his Alma Mater to 
continue a ritual begun In 1930: 
singing  in  Handel's  "Messiah". 
In the year of 1930, the "Mes- 
siah" Chorus was started at Eas- 
tern, and In that same year Mr. 
Bonny was a freshman in the 
college. Up until that time, he had 
only music training with the trum- 
pet, but when he took sight sing- 
ing and ear training courses, his 
teachers persuaded him to further 
his study in the vocal realm of 
music and to join the chorus that 
was planned. 
Tnat year he joined the strugg- 
ling little chorus under the direc- 
tion of Mr. Van PeurBem and has 
participated yearly with the excep- 
tion of the year that he was in 
military service. In his astounding 
thirty-one years of singing with 
the Chorus he has been bass soloist 
for seven of these. 
In 1936 he was awarded a schol- 
arship fiom Eastern for free vocal 
lessons. Then in 1940, he received 
his A B. degree in music and soc- 
ial  science. 
In addition to singing with Eas- 
tern's chorus, Mr. Bonny has done 
ocnsiderable singing in various 
churches of the state of Kentucky. 
Last summer he worked as Music 
Director with Methodist Bishop 
Walter Gum at Camp Kavanaugh 
near Louisville. Presently Mr. 
Bonny teaches ciioral work in high 
school and Is Director of Pupil 
Personnel in the Irvine City School 
system. 
Each year that Mr. Bonny has 
sung "The Messiah" he has be- 
come more than familiar with it, 
but he says that never a practice 
session passes that he doesn't get 
a better insight Into the true in- 
terpretation  of Handel s  work. 
To him, this Christmas Oratorio 
is one of the greatest ever writ- 
ten. He says, "On occasion, it will 
lift me to the point I think I am 
in heaven, especially when we 
come to the Hallelujah Chorus." 
"The Messiah" is Christmas per- 
sonified through the voices singing 
out Handel's strains. This year Mr. 
Bonny, his son Tommy, and daugh- 
ter June, who is a freshman here, 
will again help to make the Mes- 
siah production the peak of Eas- 
tern's Christmas season. 
Summer  Job 
Directory   Is 
Now  Available 
A directory listing summer jobs 
throughout the United States for 
college students is now available. 
Students can begin their summer 
plans during the Christmas holi- 
day vacation. 
The 1963 "Summer Employment 
Directory" gives the names and 
addresses of 1,480 organizations 
which want to employ college stu- 
dents. It also gives position op- 
en, salaries, and suggestions on 
how to apply. 
The many types of jobs in the 
directory are found at summer 
camps, resorts, various depart- 
ments of the government, business 
and industry. National parka, ran- 
ches, and summer theatres listed 
also need  college  students. 
Students wishing summer work 
apply directly to the employers, 
who are included in the directory 
at their own request. 
Copies of the new "Summer Em- 
ployment Directory" may be ob- 
tained by sending t3 to National 
Directory Service, Dept. C, Box 
32065. Cincinnati 32, Ohio. Mark 
"rush" for first-class mailing in 
December. 
I'M A big woman, and on the 
wrong side of 60 to boot. On a visit 
to New York from Georgia, I was 
idling along with the crowds, en- 
joying the sights of the big city. 
Suddenly a man pushed by me. 
"For God's sake, lady," he said, 
"If you're gonna cruise, get over 
on a side channel." 
HANNAH LUNTZ 
(Atlanta, Ga.) 
GLYNDON 
BARBER SHOP 
"FLAT - TOPS 
OUR SPECIALTY" 
Underneath 
GLYNDON  HOTEL 
MADISON 
■ KHMONP     •      KINTUCK'i 
FRIDAY! — SATURDAY! 
Stewart Granger 
"SWORDSMAN  OF 
SCENA" 
In Color! 
AMD 
'DAMON And PYTHIAS' 
IN   COLOR! 
STARTS  SUNDAY! 
ELVIS 
PRESLEY 
In His Newest Hit 
"GIRLS,   GIRLS. 
GIRLS" 
In Technicolor! 
EASTERN 
Barber Shop 
"Your Type of Hair Cut 
Is  Our Specialty" 
Mr. Brown & Mr. Gibson 
are ready to serve you! 
Corner of 
1st and Main Sts. 
SAMPLE SHOE CENTER 
30%-60% SAVINGS! 
Mon. - Fri. — 8:30 to 5:30        Sat. — 8:30 to 8:30 
RICHMOND'S LARGEST SHOE STORE 
featuring 
NAME  BRAND  SHOES 
RICHMOND 
Drive In  Theatre 
4 MI. SO. ON U. S. 13 
OPEN SAT. & SUNDAY 
IN-CAR  HEATERS! 
— SATURDAY — 
Two In  Molor! 
Starts 7:00 P. M. 
THTGUNFIGHT 
ATD0D6ECITY 
JOEMcCREA ft 
I —-. JAMtS MASON - JOAN FONTAINE 
oowoTiiv oANomooe • JOAN COLUNS 
■ MICHAEL RENNie _____ 
— SUNDAY  ONLY! — 
7:00 and 9:00 P.M. 
BAXTER       $225.00 
Alto $100 to 750 
Wadding Ring        $20.00 
McCord 
Jewelry 
134 W. Main Ph. 623-2232 
NEWS  FLASH! 
Something NEW has been added for men at the 
Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio 
We invite all men to acquaint themselves with the 
NEW 3 STEP COMPLEXION TREATMENT 
FOR  MEN. 
Also NORMAN FOR MEN. a complete line of 
quality toiletries for men. 
Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio 
144 E. Main Richmond, Ky.        Phone 623-4528 
PINK   FLICKER 
BEAUTY   SALON 
Phone  623-3456 
^   Featuring Your 
Every   Beauty  Need. 
WE SPECIALIZE IN 
BOUFFANT COIFFURES 
2 Stylists Serving You: 
WANDA GILL SNYDER 
HAZEL GILL 
For a more beautiful you, wear a 
SMILE AND A HAIRDO FROM THE PINK FLICKER. 
Open Thurs. Evenings til 7:00—Closed Wednesdays. 
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MERRY CHRISTMAS 
STUDENTS 
HAVE A REAL NICE HOUDAY! 
ELDERS 
Richmond's   Family   Sfore 
—    Since   1893    — 
"The dory Gf The Lord Shall Be Revealed" 
Friday, December 14,  19*? (ASTERN    PROGRESS 
Bankrupt Composer Of "Messiah" Relieves Suffering In Others 
Progress  SUUI Writer 
tiro hundred years ago In Lon- 
don, a man sat ift the study of his 
Brook Street house, feverishly 
writing. A heavily built man In 
his middle fifties, he had hardly 
paused in his toll for over three 
weeks. 
The scattered sheets of music 
paper around him still bore traces 
if the sand with which they had 
been so hastily blotted. Even so. 
that hand could scarcely, keep pace 
with the powerfully driving ima- 
gination, and the music notes 
leaned forward on the pages with 
an almost symbolic urgency. 
At one moment a servant, tip- 
toeing in with a tray of chocolate, 
had found his master weeping 
The traV was noiselessly placed on 
the tabfc and the servant glanced 
to tile page moistened with team. 
Under the notes were written the 
words "He was despised and re- 
jected of men." The divine tra- 
gedy was finding its sublime ex- 
pression in music. 
Only twenty-four days earlier 
Handel had headed his first page 
with the words "Messiah, an Ora- 
torio" and dated It 22 August 
1741." Now. as he ended his task, 
he  added  the  final  dates,   which 
tell ot the composition being com- 
pleted on September 12 and the in- 
strumentation finished two days la- 
ter. Two hundred and sixty-five 
pages of score lay before him. 
most of them without a single 
correction or sign of Indecision. 
Most popular of Works 
Since this date f-vo hundred 
years ago, the "Messiah" has be- 
come the most popular of the 
works of Handel and has been 
spoken of as "the finest Composi- 
tion of Muslck that ever was 
heard." Of the "Hallelujah Chor- 
us," Handel himself said "1 did 
think I did see all Heaven before 
me, and the great Ood Himself." 
Where or when "Messiah" woul •: 
be performed, Handel did not 
know. He had, however, received 
an invitation from the Duke of 
Devonshire, then the Lord Lieu- 
tenant df Ireland, to visit Dublin, 
and had been especially asked to 
compose a new work to be per- 
formed for charity. At that time all 
the. principal musical societies of 
Dublin had their performances for 
charitable purposes; therefore 
Handel got in touch with the chari- 
ty "for the benefit and enlarge- 
ment of poor distressed prisoners 
for debt in the several marshal- 
seas of the'city of Dublin." 
There is something at once pa- 
thetic and inevitable that the 
bankrupt Handel should give his 
masterpiece for his fellow-sufferers 
for the crime of insolvency often 
received the harshest punishment 
in those days. But, "Messiah" was 
rarely to be pei formed for Han- 
del's own benefit. It was his gift 
to the poor and oppressed of this 
world. And so In November 1741 
Handel set out on his Journey to 
Dublin. 
First Soloists Perform 
Handel engaged the organist 
Mrs. Maclalne to play at his per- 
formances. Mrs. Maclnlne also 
was engaged as soprano soloist, 
and soon from Ixmdon arrived the 
Italian soprano inghora Avolio. 
Mrs. Cibber, sister of Arne the 
composer, was in Dublin. at the 
time, and Handel invited her also 
to take part in his oratorio per- 
formances. For the rest of his 
soloists and chorus he made use 
of tne lay vicars and choirs ot 
St. Patrick's and Christ Church 
Cathedrals. 
Even in the friendly atmosphere 
of Dublin, Handel was cautious In 
bringing out his new oratorio. His 
first subscription, tor six perfor- 
mances, made no mention of It. 
The   subscription   tickets .tor   the 
ul— 
six hundred seats in the newly 
built. Music Room in Fishamble 
Street were quickly sold out. 
A second subscription was an- 
nounced, again without any men- 
tion of "Messiah." Both series of 
Handel's great compositions were 
successful, but it was only when 
this second series was drawing to 
a close that "Messiah" was first 
mentioned  in print. 
At the end of March the Dublin 
newspaper, Faulkner's Journal, 
carried the advertisement: "For 
the relief of the prisoners in the 
several Gaols (jails) and for the 
Kuppport of Mercer's Hospital, in 
Stephan'l Street, and of the Chari- 
table Infirmary on the Inn's Quay, 
on Monday, the 12th of April, will 
be performed at the Mustek Hall 
in fishamble Street, Mr. Handel's 
new Grand Oiatorio, called The 
MESSIAH, in which the Gentle- 
men cf the Choirs of both Cathre- 
als will assist, with some Concer- 
tos oh the Organ, by Mr. Handel." 
Advertisements announced that 
this performance would be pre- 
ceded bv a public rehearsal at 
which all could be present who 
had bought tickets for the actual 
concert. Ladles were requested to 
come without hoops to their dres- 
ses,  and  gentlemen without  their 
swords, as the stewards hoped by 
this means to seat seven hundred 
persons   Instead   of   six   hundred. 
Rehearsal Meets Success 
The public rehearsal on April 
8 was a great success. The per- 
formance itself, postponed by a 
day, took place on Tuesday, April 
18. 1742. Enthusiasm was greater 
than ever. The Dublin proas could 
scarcely find words of describe 
the sublime, grand and solemn 
occasion, and the "exquisite de- 
light It afforded to the admiring 
crowded audience." A Dr. Delany 
was so transported by Mrs. Clb- 
ber's singing of "He was des- 
pised" that, rising in his seat, he 
exclaimed, "Woman, for this, be 
all thy sins forgiven." 
The "admiring, crowded au- 
dience," numbering over seven 
hundred people, had together 
paid nearly four hundred pounds 
for their tickets, and as all the 
singers and instrumentalists had 
given their services, each of the 
tnird of this sum. Thus was the 
"Messiah" started on its career, 
both as a musical masterpiece, 
and as a charitable Institution, 
for never has any musical work 
raised more money tor charitable 
purposes or relieved more suf- 
fering,  both of body and spirit. 
Dubllners Immediately ,. de- 
manded a second performance, 
which took place on June I and 
was sdvertised as "the last of 
Mr. Handel's performances dur- 
ing his stay in this kingdom." As 
it was also. successful, Hancvi 
could leave the shores of Ireland 
secure In the knowledge that the 
tide of fortune had turned for 
him. 
He had been received every- 
where with such cordiality and 
had made so many friends in 
Dublin that he promised to re- 
turn the following season for a 
further series of concerts. But 
this was not to be. London, the 
London which seemed ever to 
scorn and reject him, ever held 
a fascination for Handel which 
even temporary failure could not 
quench. In mld-Augrst Handel 
embarked for England, deter- 
mined to achieve in London the 
success which Dublin had so 
liberally  accorded  him. 
It was at the English premiere 
in Covent Garden in March 1743, 
that King George n, so moved 
at the inspiration of the "Hallel- 
ujah Choius" that he arose to 
hear the remainder of it, in 
augurated the tradition of stand- 
ing during its performance. 
Exams Are Scheduled 
Class Schedule 
MTh - 1 MTh 7 Tu 
TuF - 1 TWT - 1 F - 1 TW 
MTh - 2 MTh 8 Tu 
TuF - 2TWF - 2 WF - 2 F 
MTT - 3 TT - 3 MTh 
V  •  ^  TH!*1 
MW - 4 WF - 4 WF 6 Tu - 4 
MWF 
MTT - 4 TT 
MWF - 5 MW - 5 MF - 5 MTT 
TTF - 8 TWF -  5 TT 8 W 
MWF - 8 MW - 8.MF 
TT 
TuF i , 
MWF - 7MW - 7 MF 
TT 
MWF - 8 MW - 8 MF 
IT. 
MWF - 9 MW  -  9 MF 
TT v 
Examination Date and Period 
1st Monday • January 21 
1st Tuesday - January 22 
2nd Thursday - January 17 
2nd Friday - January 18 
3rd Monday - January 21 
3rd Tuesday - January 22 
4th Friday - January 18 
4th Thursday - January 17 
Sth Monday • January 21 
5th Tuesday - January 22 
sth Friday - January 18 
6th Thursday - January 17 
6th Thursday - January 17 
7th Monday - January 21 
7th Tuesday - January 22 
8th Friday - January 18 
8th Thursday - January 17 
9th Monday - January 21 
9th Tuesday - January 22 
Saturday and  Night  Schedule 
Saturday.Classes January i9 
Monday Night Classes January 21 
Tuesday Night Classes January 22 
Wednesday Might Classes January 18 
Thursday Night Classes January 17 
BURD'S  DRUG  STORE 
Wftlcbfrtt* E; fe'S?©.vS+tidents! 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
FOUNTAIN - LUNCHEONETTE 
Fffle   Delivery 
7 A. M. to 8 P. M. 
DIAL 623-4244 
DIXIE DRY CLEANERS 
Whefi yotll" clqthes receive that 
per:onal touch that only long 
experience can give. 
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT. 
240 S. SECOND PHONE 623-1368 
Richmond, Ky. 
Member Federal Reserve System 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation 
CANFIELD MOTORS 
OLDSMOBILE 
All Makes Serviced 
Kissin' At (Christmas ... 
Mistletoe Enlivens The Christmas Season 
EASTERN STUDENTS HEAR CANDIDATE. . . OeOrge Wileox. 
chairman of the • .Supporters for Breathltt" oh the Eastern Cam- 
pus, is shown (left) greeting Ned Breathitt prior to the candidate's 
address to an audience of students on the Eastern campus last 
night. Wileox is '.he son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wileox, Richmond. 
By SANDRA MURPHY 
Progres* 8taff Writer 
From ascribing supernatnral 
powers to the "golden branch" of 
mistletoe to the American tradition 
of kissing Whoever stands under 
a sprig of mistletoe shyly descend- 
ing from above—the Viscum album 
has been .shrouded in legend and 
superstition since earliest historic 
time. 
When Jupiter descended from 
Heaven, he resided, according to 
legend. In a mistletoe bush. Med- 
ea, the sorceress, gathered the 
sacred plants with a brass hook 
and used the Juice in magic po- 
tions. 
Among the many ancient peoples 
Who held the mistletoe in awe 
Were the Druids, the powerful re- 
ligious order of the ancient celts 
Pliny is the authority for the re- 
veernce in which the mistletoe was 
held by the Druids. He says that 
a sprig of the plant was found use- 
ful in extinguishing- fires. 
Pliny discovered that the Druids 
found the plant contributed to the 
hearing of inflamed swellings, trea- 
ting of wounds, and most note- 
worthy, as a cure for epilepsy. It 
is even more .remarkable..that .a. iiia 
drug which affects blood pressure 
has been extracted from mistletoe. 
Dm ids Revered Mistletoe 
Attributing more than medlclna 
powers to- the plant, the "Druids 
held rites to commemorate It's di- 
vinity and sanctity. Pliny says 
that the Druids "held nothing more 
sacred than tne mistletoe and the 
tree that bears It." It was gathered 
on the fifth day of the new moon 
at the beginning of the year. When 
the time, approached, the Druids 
summoned all people to i assist In 
the collecting. 
In great procession' ' they 
marched to the tree, where sac- 
rifices and religious feasts were 
prepared. They led to the tree two 
white bulls, hitherto never yoked, 
their horns never before bound 
with ropes. The priest,  clothed in 
white, ascended the tree and cut 
the mistletoe with a golden hook 
The cut branches were placed 
in a white cloak because the plant 
would  lose  some  of Its  magic  If 
"fi.y . iy -i/treter 
•' l&nrttlA 
III!!./    <llflp(t3fll   1(1   </'/?" 
CAMPUS 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 16 — ■  . _.,.„■__ 
3:00 p.m.        . Hanging of the Greens Johnson Student Union 
Followed by Open House at Women's Residence 
Halls 
7:30 p.m. Thirty-first Presentation of 
Handel's "Messiah" Brock Auditorium 
MONDAY, DECEMBER IT — 
4:00 p.m. 
4:30 p.m. 
5:00 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
Women's Recreation Association Little Gym 
Progress Staff Room 5, Coates Bldg. 
Wesley Foundation Blue Room 
Episcopal Canterbury Club Blue Room 
McCreary County Club Room 15, Roark Bldg. 
Basketball - Eastern and Wittenburg 
Weaver Health Bldg. 
Followed by W. R. A. Dance Little Gym 
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 18 — 
12:40 p.m. Student  Devotions Little Theater 
8:00 p.m. Jdnlor  Class  Officers Room  KM,  S.U.B. 
8:00 p.m. Drum  and Sandal Little Oytn 
6:00 p.m. Collegiate Pehtacle       Committee Room, Case Hall 
8:00 p.m. Sophomore  Class  Dance Cafeteria 
WEDNESDAY,   DECEMBER lfl — 
10:10 a.m. Assembly: Christmas Carol Sing Brock Auditorium 
Mr.  Baker and Mr. Hemickson 
of the  Music Department In Charge. 
It touched the ground. After sac- 
rifices to their god. the Druids 
made a potion fiom the mistletoe 
for the prevention of sterility and 
as an antidote for poision. 
In classical mythology. Balder, 
son of Odin, was deemed invulner- 
able. The other Norse gods amused 
themselves by shooting at him. 
but an enemy induced blind Hoder 
to shoot an arrow of mistletoe at 
Balder. Balder fell dead the min- 
ute it struck him. 
Property of Virtue Seen 
Most striking or the properties 
attributed to the mistletoe Is its al- 
leged virtue of producing fertility 
in plants, animals, and human be- 
ings. In a certain region of Japan 
mistletoe leaves are cut into fine 
pieces and sown with millet or 
other seeds in the belief that this 
would make the garden bear plen- 
tifully. 
In England small amounts of 
mistletoe are fed to animals to 
make them more prolific. It Is 
told that on an Island in TorreB 
Strait the savages believed that 
twins will be born to the woman 
who touches or carries a piece of 
mistletoe. 
"Kissing under Mistletoe" 
• The origin of the .modern- 
day practice of "kissing under the 
mistletoe" has been speculated up- 
on by numerous authorities. Some 
belive it sprang from religious 
ceremonies with the thought that 
matrimony Is Inevitable to who- 
ever kisses under It. 
Sophia Prior, author of "Mistle 
toe and Holly," states her philoso- 
A.A.U.P. Heart 
Dr.  Clyde  Orr 
Last Wednesday afternoon at a 
meeting of the Eastern chapter of 
the American Association of Uni- 
versity Professors, Dr. Clyde Orr, 
Associate Dean for Graduate Stu- 
dies at Eastern, gave a talk on 
the graduate program. 
Dr. Orr related what Is being 
done at preseht in the graduate 
program and what is being pro- 
posed for the future. In his Judg- 
ment the primary problem facing 
graduate schools Is Implementation 
of acceptable programs in order to 
make them as beneficial and re- 
warding as possible for graduate 
students. 
R looks good in print to see that 
a graduate program offers a given 
course, he said but It is useless 
unless each course Is designed to 
provide students with the neces- 
sary skills and concepts for teach- 
ing and leadership positions In the 
public schools. 
Dr. Orr also stressed the heed 
for more academic requirements, 
since teachers "cannot teach more 
than they know." 
Dr. Orr is in his second year at 
Eastern, having come here from 
the Ashland Center of the Univer- 
sity of Kentucky, where he was 
serving as Director. 
TUT. SPIRIT OT tMOMMM ... Is everywhere on th. campus and In fttehmond   Four BSatertt stu- 
dents gate at the nativity scene recently built on the lawn of the First Methodist Church In th* city. 
phy: "The present-day custom of 
using mistletoe at Christmas time 
for decorative puropses seems to 
be the survival of medieval agri- 
cultural festivals celebrated during 
the winter and summer solstices, 
at which time mistletoe was gat- 
hered." 
"This custom was probably a 
relic of the festivals," she con- 
tinues "of which the Roman Sat- 
urnalie is a famous example. The 
festival of Saturn was a period of 
general license, during which vice 
and crime were indulged Ul to 
excess." 
Last, and perhaps of interest to 
all, classical mythology seems to 
afford a unique power to this plant 
of legend. Armed with mistletoe, 
it assures safe conduct Into Hades, 
Mortals can pass into Pluto's 
realm arid if Charon, the door- 
keerer into Hell, interferes, "They 
showed the bough that lay beneath 
the vest; At once his rising wrath 
was hushed to rest." 
— 
ROBINSON'S 
PAINTS       WALLPAPEft 
ART SUPPLIES 
GLASS FOR EVERY PURPOSE 
TELEPHONE 623*5243 204 S. THIRD ST. 
  - 
COLLEGE DRY CLEANERS 
"For The Best Quality 
In Dry Cleaning" 
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
ALTERATIONS   —   REWEAVING 
109 N. 3rd Phone 623-5271 
you win 3 
Tempest? 
America's hottest new 
sports convertible 
IMPORTANT! If you hold any of the 9 winning 
numbers, claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans 
Convertible in accordance with the rules on the 
reverse of your license plate. 
All  cl.ill's  foi   T< ind  Consolation 
Prizes   IU tent vis registered malt, past 
a ked   , Dei   26, I   62 a id received by the 
. lie. ember 31, 1962. 
11 you hold a consolation prize number, you win 
a 4 speed Porteble Hi-Fi Stereo Set, "The Waltz" by 
RCA Victor. Or, you may still win a Tempest! (See 
official clsiming rules on reverse of your license 
plate, and observe claiming dates given above.) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
HERE ARE 
THE  FIRST 
WINNING^. 
NUMBERS! 
(iO CONSOLATION 
PRIZES, 100!) 
B159346 
A063168 
C625641 
B898060 
C479646 
CONSOLATION 
PRIZE NUMBERS! 
1. B258729 
2. C065695 
3.A014505 
A. C403887 
5. CO01596 
6  C233412 
7. C375972 
8. B398344 
9 A487788 
10. A121605 
L*M GRAND PRIX 50 
Sweepstakes for colleges only 
More than 50 titties the chance to win than if open to the general public. 
45 Tempests to go! 
Get set for the next Isp ... 10 more Tempests and 
15 more consolation prizes! Pick up an entry blank 
where you buyxigsrettes. Enter now—enter often. 
Any entry receh/Sp- by January 18th can win one of 
the 45 Tempeits_-strir;to go! Of course, entries 
you've alreSdJrSubrnitVd ere still in ths running! tit e
baa 
EXCLUSIVE FOR THE CIRLS! 
If you win s Tempest you may 
choose instead a thrilling ex- 
pense paid 2-week Holiday in 
Europe-for two! Plus $500 
In cash! 
I 
Get with the winners... 
far ahead In smoking satisfaction I 
SEE THE PONTIAC TEMPEST AT .YOUR NEARBY PONTIAC DEALER I I 
y 
%    EASTERN  PROGRESS 
Friday, December 14, 1962 Security  Force 
Moves  Office 
The Eastern Security Force has 
moved its office into new quarters 
in the rear of Bill-name Hall. Mr. J. 
C. Powell. Executive Assistant, re- 
ported Wednesday. 
Students who have questions con- 
cerning parking: or traffic regula- 
tion or who wish to report stolen 
or found items may check at the 
new office. It should also be con- 
tacted in the even of injuries, ac- 
cidents, or other emergencies. The 
phone number is 328. 
A clerk will be on duty during 
normal office hours. The Security 
Force may be contacted after 
hours through the Richmond City 
Police by radio. 
The office is set up to provide a 
central location at which the Se- 
curity Force may be contacted 
and to provide space for office rou- 
_ ,      ~   .—.   ■     w      ».        „„ <>ne a"d other matters they must Erlan E. Wheeler has been  se- necessarliy  maintain.  Mr.  Powell 
letced as Cadet of the Week.  He u|(| u ,a n      d ,na| ,„ ,ne futuro 
is an "E" Company representative „ wj||  De p,,,,,.^,,, to staH tne of. 
ERLAN   E.  WHEELER 
Wheeler  Is 
Cadet Of Week 
of the Second Battalion. 
Erlan is a sophomore social 
science major, from Cincinnati. 
Ohio. He graduated from Lakota 
High School in 1961 where he was 
president of the senior class and 
the Science Club and was treasur- 
er of the Junior Class. 
He was also on the basketball, 
baseball, track and cross countiy 
teams all four years. 
possible 
fice 24 hours a day. 
DRIVINO through Texas, I de- 
rided to look up a doctor it had 
been my good fortune to have as 
our squadron surgeon in the Army. 
I found him practicing in a small 
town, working around the clock 
and   having   the   usual   difficulties 
MODERN ARMY GREEN . . . Are what these ten R. O. T. C. sponsors are sporting as they don their 
brand-new uniforms for a picture. The uniforms are a departure in style from the old. Shown, bot- 
tom row from left to right, are Judy Abner, Jeannie Sanders, Martha Singleton, Carolyn King, and 
Ann Spenoer. On the top row are Gloria Elliott, Connie Mullins, Shirley Kay Bryan, Mildred Taylor, 
and Lillian Bowman. 
collecting his fees and making ends 
At Eastern, this proficient cadet-f-meet. "With all your training," I 
is a member of the Wesley Foun- said, "how come you aren't up in 
dation, a Pershing Rifle Pledge, ] San Antonio specializing, where 
and Vice-President of the Student ] you could have regular hours and 
National Education Association. 
Erlan plans on becoming a teacher 
after finishing his military obliga- 
tion. 
Daniel E. Wilson was the First 
Battalion runner-up for this cove- 
ted position. 
be in the big money?" 
He looked surprised. "Why, I do 
specialize," he said. "I specialize 
in people." 
JOHN W.   MORRISON,  JR. 
(Denver, Colo.) 
PASQUALES 
228 S. 2nd Street 
PLATE  LUNCHES 
Pizza, Sandwiches, Spaghetti 
JIMMY'S RESTAURANT 
Home Cooked Food At 
Reasonable Prices 
Main St., across from Courthouse 
DURBIN'S 
Phillips 66 Service Station 
Newest and Most Modern Service Station in 
Madison  County. 
Mechanic On Duty Phone 623-9982 
LOCATED  NEXT TO JERRY'S  ON  U. S. NO. 25 
LANTER  MOTOR  COMPANY 
218 WEST IRVINE ST. 
Just Around the Corner from Court House 
SPECIALIST IN MOTOR TUNEUP, CARBURETOR 
AND IGNITION WORK, ALSO 
TRANSMISSION AND GENERAL REPAIR. 
"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation" 
DIAL  623-4434 
CITY TAXI 
Veterans Cab        Kentucky Cab 
623-1400 
24 Hr. Service 
WELCOME! 
New Students and Old Friends — See Our 
Complete  Stock! 
J    PRESCRIPTIONS 
J    COSMETICS & TOILETRIES 
y    HALLMARK GREETING CARDS 
J    GIFTS 
V    SPORTING GOODS 
J    HOBBIES 
J    GAMES 
J    RECORDS 
HINKLE fr&zm DRUGS 
Christmas Trees Sport Involved History 
H.tW-8218 "Service to the 81ck" Richmond, Ky. 
By ELLEN  RICE 
Program StaH Writer 
The Christmas Tree - What 
would Christmas be like without 
a beautifully decorated sparkling 
tree? The tree is the bright jewel 
in the home at the Christmas 
season, and in its modern form, 
it is decorated with bright lights, 
gleaming ornaments, and glitter- 
ing tincel. 
The origin of the domestic 
Christmas tree Is popularly as- 
cribed to Martin Luther. It la 
said that Luther cut a fir tree 
from his garden on wintry Christ- 
mas Eve and placed it in the 
nursery of his home for his fam- 
"y- _ Wanting to show his family the 
great beauty of the snowy night 
of the celebration of Jesus' birth, 
he decorated the little tree with 
lighted candles to represent the 
stars. After this simple beginn- 
ing, records are found of the con- 
tinuing spread of the use of de- 
corated  trees  at  Christmas. 
Primitive Tribes Revered Trees 
But the association of trees 
with the winter season is much 
older. Primitive tribes revered 
trees and adorned them in their 
home to bring the world of na- 
ture indoors. At the time of the 
winter solstice, ancient Egyptians 
decked their houses with branch- 
es of the date palm - the symbol 
of life triumphant over death, 
and therefore of perennial life tn 
the renewal of each bounteous 
year. 
The Romans trimmed trees 
with trinkets and toys during the 
Saturnalia, which is the festival 
of Saturn beginning of December 
17th. The Druids of ancient Gaul, 
Britain, and Ireland honored Odin 
by tying gilded apples and other 
offerings on tree branches. 
After the appearance of Chrls- 
Uanlty, the winter customs were 
retained, but they were gradually 
changed to honor Christ. Thus 
the evergreen tree came to sign- 
ify Christ bringing new life to 
the world after the longest days 
of winter. 
In the tenth century a beau- 
tiful story spend through Europe, 
supposed to have been told bv 
an Arabian named Beorg Jacob. 
On the night that Christ was 
born, so the story goes, all the 
trees in all the forests - even 
those in frozen countries - blos- 
somed for one night, and bore 
fruit. 
Use  of  Trees  Spreads 
A thirteenth-century French 
legend tells of a gigantic tree 
in the forest lit with candles. 
Some of the candles were 
straight and some upside down, 
and at the top of the tree there 
was an infant with a halo around 
his head. The tree represented 
humanity, the candles were 
people, good and bad, and the 
child was the Savior Jesus. 
The use of a tree at Christmas 
spread from Germany to Fin- 
land, Denmark, Sweden, and 
Norway by the nineteenth cen- 
tury. A few Germans living in 
England used trees as early as 
1839,   but   the   idea  didn't   really 
take hold until Prince Albert, the 
German-born husband of Queen 
Victoria, set up a Christmas tree 
at   Windsor    Castle    in    1841   to 
Fads & Fashions 
By ELLEN RICE 
Winter is here, as Eastern stu- 
dents have been finding out- for 
the past few days. Although win- 
ter isn't officially due until Decem- 
ber 21, the weather of the previous 
weeks has been contradicting the 
fact. Warm clothing is definitely 
in order for the rain and snow. 
Gloria Elliott is pictured In her 
choice to combat wintry blasts— 
a full-length, fur collared coat from 
Elizabeth's. The coat is full and 
sashed at the waist with a self 
belt. To accompany the coat. 
Gloria carries an umbrella to keep 
off cold winter rain. Attired in 
this outfit, she is sure to be com- 
fortable in any weather, no matter 
how unseasonable. 
GLORIA ELLIOT 
Junior, Springfield 
Homecoming Queea 
carry out  the tradition of his na- 
tive land. 
Although it is not certain who 
should be given the honor of hav- 
ing introduced the tree Into ou: 
country, it seems clear that 
Charles Follen, a German pro- 
fessor at Harvard, provided a 
tree for his son each year, be- 
ginning in 1832. The first Christ- 
mas tree in a church seems to 
have been provided by a Pas- 
tor Henry Schwan, in 1861, In 
Cleveland,  Ohio. 
Tree   Remains   Beautiful 
Today the Christmas tree re- 
mains the crowning glory of the 
German Chlrstmas. It is intended 
to be solely a thing of beauty, 
and it succeeds when at night 
the sparklets and other orna- 
ments shine in the glow of gleam- 
ing candles. In the United States 
in approximately two thirds of 
homes, lighted Chirstnras trees 
form the center of the holiday 
observance. 
Recently more than twenty-one 
million trees were sold for about 
$80,000,000 In one year. The Christ- 
mas tree Is welcomed Into Ameri- 
can homes and churches and is 
becoming increasingly popular as 
a center of community observances 
of the season. Each year the "Na- 
tion's Christmas Tree" Is lighted 
by the President in Washington, 
D.C., and annually a huge tree is 
decorated and lighted in Rocke- 
feller Center,  New York City  . 
The Christmas tree, no matter 
how it is described or how large 
or small It is, stands a thing of 
wonder to all. In quieter moments 
its real significance may be hin- 
ted; for it is a symbol of Christ, 
as the Tree of Life who offers 
freely to all His gifts of light and 
life and wisdom. 
"The < lirktmns Tree" 
The oak is a strong and stalwart 
tree, 
And it  lifts Its branches up, 
And catches the dew right gallan- 
tly 
In  many a dainty cup: 
And  the  world  is    brighter    and 
better made 
Because of the woodman's 
stroke,, 
Descending  in  sun,  or  falling  in 
shade, 
On the sturdy form of the oak. 
But stronger, I ween, in apparel 
green, 
And trappings so fair to see, 
With its precious freight for small 
and great. 
Is the beautiful Christmas tree. 
The elm Is a kind and goodly tree, 
With its  branches bending low: 
The  heart  is glad when  its form 
we see. 
And we list to the river's flow. 
Ay, the heart is glad and the 
pulses bound, 
And Joy illumes the face, 
Whenever a goodly  elm  is found 
Because of its beauty and grace. 
But kinder, I ween, more goodly in 
mien. 
With branches more drooping 
and free, 
The tint of whose  leaves  fidelity 
weaves, 
Is the beautiful Christmas tree. 
- Hattie S.  Russell 
KENTUCKY'S STATE WINNER of the National 4-H home economics competition, Ann Gordon Scott, 
Eastern, is congratulated by John A. Barr, left, chairman of Montgomery Ward * Co. The occasion 
was a reception and dinner, Sunday, November 25-30, given In the Mid-America Club on the 39th floor 
of Chicago's tallest building, Conrad Hilton, by Montgomery Ward, sponsor of the same economics 
program. The event honored. 30 national state winners in the program, who were attending the 4-H 
Congress in Chicago as guests of Wards, for 4 0 years a national sogftaor of 4-H activities. 
The Holiday Elsewhere 
Christmas 
Celebrated 
By Many 
By JOY GRAHAM 
Progress Staff Writer 
Caroling, evergreens, nativity 
scenes, mistletoe, bells, Santa 
Claus, eights of red and green, and 
food and gifts galore—these. In 
the U.S., are Christmas. North 
America is happy, busy, musical 
and colorful—more so perhaps than 
at any other Ume of year. Christ- 
mas Is not claimed by Americans 
alone, however. 
On Eastern's campus there are 
people who have celebarted Christ- 
mas quite differently. Some of 
them, In fact, are seeing their first 
American Christmas this year. 
Sam Shim reports that though he 
has never spent Christmas in the 
States, he believes their celebra- 
tions, since the Korean War, are 
similar to ours. 
"Early In December we can see 
the mood of Christmas completely. 
We can see In all the big stores 
and theaters, as well as churches, 
many Christmas trees decorated 
with lights, icicles, cotton, and 
Santa Clause In red, who Is most 
popular with the children. We can 
hear Christmas carols on the ra- 
dio, in the tea-room, and on the 
street wherever we go." 
Choirs Sing 
Sam continued his account of 
Christmas In Korea as he recalled 
the business of the season. "Choir 
members and high school students 
are busiest, practicing special 
songs and plays picturing the life 
of Jesus Christ.  " 
From December 20 to December 
23 all stores have the highest boom 
of the year selling Christmas pre- 
sents. Big letters in front of stores 
announce Christmas Special Dis- 
counts! Towns are crowded with 
students buying Christmas cards 
and peraents to give their friends 
teachers, lovers, and relatives. 
Christmas Eve is spent at church 
with special programs and recrea- 
tion. At four o'clock Christmas 
morning choir members visit all 
Christian homes and sing carols. 
"While many youngsters hustle 
the streets with groups, some ro- 
matlc students walk along their 
favorite road whispering their love, 
escaped from the city's noises." 
Marianthi Coroneau reports that 
Egypt, being a non-Christian coun- 
try, does not, as a whole, cele- 
brate Christmas. Rather confusing 
to non-Christians Is the fact that 
those western communities who do 
celebrate Christmas, do so at dif- 
ferent tunes. Catholics, Protes- 
tants, and Greek Orthodox cele- 
brate on the 28 of December. 
Armenians have Christmas on the 
8th of January and the Copts, de- 
cendants of the ancient Egyptians, 
hold celebrations on the 7th of that 
month. 
Marianthi, a Greek Orthodox 
herself, says "We exchange wishes 
(cards, and presents.) The special 
meal centers around turkey. Chris- 
tmas cakes of all kinds are pop- 
ular, too." 
Not All Celebrate 
All countries do not celebrate 
Christmas. Mohsan A. Nasari, a 
freshman from Iran tells of No- 
oroz, a holiday similar to Christ- 
mas. In his homeland. 
"On March 21, when the winter 
changes to the spring, Nooroz will 
begin. One or two days before, the 
Iranian people set up a table. This 
is the table of the Seven S's. Seven 
different fruits and vegetables be- 
ginning with S are placed on the 
table. I really do not understand 
the symbolism behind this, but the 
food Is good. 
Of course all departments and 
schools are off for two weeks like 
Christmas vacation in this country. 
During Nooroz everybody wears 
new clothes and goes to visit his 
relatives and friends. It is an hon- 
or to old people and each relation. 
The young people go to see them 
first. The young people are given 
gifts of a coin from the older peo- 
ple." 
Perhaps Columbia, South Amer- 
ica, the home of Jairo Rlano, puts 
more of Christ in Christmas than 
any other country. Rather than 
having Santa Claus as the spirit 
of Christmas, Jesus Christ takes 
this role. 
No Christmas Tree Here 
For this reason, there is no need 
for a Christmas tree. Instead, a 
"Peshne" is used. This is a small 
village on a hill, full of little 
houses with a cave in which Christ 
Is thought to have been born. Fig- 
ures of Mary and Joseph and a 
donkey are placed in the scene. 
Then, on the 24th of December, 
figures of the three wlsemen are 
put near the cave, and at midnight 
Jesus is placed in the  manger. 
Jerry says that this has been the 
Colombian tradition for ages. "The 
'Peshne' is set up on the 15th of 
December and on the l«th all of 
the family gathers together at 
about 8 o'clock In the evening to 
pray and sing. 
If there are many people there 
Is usually a party afterwards. This 
is done each night until the twenty- 
fifth." ' 
One of the reasons for the 
"Peshne" Is that Columbia has 
only one season. It is Uke spring. 
therefore the people never see 
snow. This takes away Santa 
Claus, reindeer, and Christmas 
trees. Another reason Is that 88 
percent of Colombia is Catholic, 
thus Christmas Is celebrated In a' 
Catholic way. 
Toys for chlldern are placed on 
their beds on Christmas night and 
when they are away they are told 
that the little Jesus Christ brought 
the gifts. The rest of the famllv 
celebrates with a party until mid- 
night when they attend mass. 
North, East, South, West—a sea- 
son is dedicated to the spirit of 
giving. As this time approaches 
here In the United States, let not 
oi th«0SSitial»rfi£^Ct ^' 
SPECIAL! 
SWEET   SHOP 
BREAKFAST 
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg, 
EVERY   DAY 
Toast, Jelly, Coffee 
39c 
EVERY 
WED. — FRI. — SAT. 
Vi -Lb. Hamburger Steak 
with French Fries & Slaw 
79c 
Welcome students and faculty to Richmond's 
newest, most modern drug store. 
We offer the most complete lines in cosmetics, 
notions, cigars and tobacco, magazines, toiletries for 
men and women, and of drugs and medications. 
FREE  DELIVERY. 
DIWG STORE 
,"0 DIAL RICHMOND. 
BWHlUAVt Ml-IflO KY. 
M"M 
RICHMOND 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
"School and Office Supplies" 
South Third Street Richmond, Ky. 
Phone 623-4365 
I £ The Vogue Beauty Salon 
S^ Wishes  You 
The Merriest Christmas ever 
and hopes that the New Year 
Swill be a very happy one for you. 
:M: 
On Campus 
(Author of "I Wat a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many 
Love* of Dobie OiUit", etc.) 
DECK THE HALLS 
When you think of Christmas gilts you naturally think of 
Marlboro cigarettes, leading seller in flip-top box in all fifty 
states—and if we annex Wales, in all fifty-one—and if we an- 
nex Lapland—in all fifty-two. This talk about annexing Wales 
and Lapland is, incidentally, not just idle speculation. Groat 
Britain wants to trade Wales to the United States for a desert. 
Great Britain needs a desert desperately on account of the 
tourist trade. Tourists are always coming up to the Prime 
Minister or the Lord Privy Seal or like that and saying, "I'm 
not knocking your country, mind you. It's very quaint and 
picturesque, etc. what with Buckingham Palace and Bovril 
and Scotland Yard, etc., but where's your desert?" (Before I 
forget, let me point out that Scotland Yard, Britain's plain- 
clothes police branch, was named after Wally Scotland and 
Fred Yard who invented plain clothes. The American plain- 
clothes force is called the FBI after Frank B. Inchcliff, who 
invented fingerprints. Before Mr. InchclifTs invention, every- 
body's fingers were absolutely glassy smooth. This, as you 
may imagine, played hob with the identification of newborn 
babies in hospitals.  From 1791 until 1904 no American parent 
\*i««cm? 
ever brought home the right baby from the hospital. This 
later became known as the Black Tom Explosion.) 
But I digress. England, I was saying, wants to trade Wales 
for a desert. Sweden wants to trade Lapland for Frank B. Inch- 
cliff. The reason is that Swedes to this day still don't have 
fingerprints. As a result, identification of babies in Swedish 
hospitals is so haphasard that Swedes flatly refuse to bring their 
babies home. There are, at present, nearly a half-billion un- 
claimed babies in Swedish hospitals—some of them well over 
eighty years old. 
But I digress. We were speaking of Christmas gifts which 
naturally put us in mind of Marlboro cigarettes. What could 
be more welcome at Christmas time than Marlboro's flavor, 
Marlboro's soft pack, Marlboro's flip-top box? What indeed 
would be more welcome at any time of year—winter or sum- 
mer, rain or shine, night or day? Any time, any season, when 
you light a Marlboro you can always be certain that you will 
get the same mild, flavorful, completely comfortable smoke. 
There are, of course, other things you can give for Christmas 
besides Marlboro cigarettes. If, for example, you are looking 
for something to give a music lover, let me call to your atten- 
tion a revolutionary new development in phonographs—tne 
Low-fi phonograph. The Low-fi, product of years of patient 
research, has so little fidelity to the record you put on it that if, 
for instance, you put "Stardust" on the turntable, "Melancholy 
Baby" will come out This is an especially welcome gift far 
people who have grown tired of "Stardust". 
Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night. 
The mmkert of Marlboro cigarette*,  who ta*e pleasure to 
bringing sou this column throughout the tchool fear, with 
■ ,i 
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